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Değerli Okurlar,

Türkiye'mizi afetlere hazırlama amacıyla ile 2001 yılında Rektörlüğü'müze bağlı
olarak kurulan ve büyük bir ivme ile göreve başlayan Afet Yönetim Merkez,inıiz,
sağladığı başarılann heyecanını yaşamaktadır.

2001 yılında 14 cilt olarak yayınlanan ilk Türkçe Afet Yönetimi kitaplarının ikinci
baskısı ile Merkezimizin özveri ile hazırladığı yeni yayınlarla kitap sayısı 23'e
ulaşmıştır. Merkezimizin aktif çalışan 30 öğretim elemanı, 20Ol yılından bugüne
Kocaeli, Edirne, Kırklareli, Tekirdağ, Istanbul ve Sivas vilayetlerinde 1000'in
üzerinde yerel yöneticiye eğitim vermiştir. İlt egitim projemizi Kocaeli'nde yaparak
göreve başlamamıza destek veren Vali Sayın Kemal Önal'a teşekkürlerimizi sunanz.

Merkezimizin ulusal nitelikteki ilk projeleri, İçişleri Bakanlığı Strateji Planlama
Merkezi desteği ile tamamlanmıştır. Bunlar;

ULusal Acil Durum Yönetimi,
Eğitim ve Tatbikat Programı Projesi,
t]lusal Acil Durum Yönetinı Modeli Geliştirilmesi Projesi,
Ttirk İfaiye Teşkilatının Yeniden Yapılandırılması Projesi ve Ulusal UAS-CBS Bazlı
Veri Tabanı ye Afet Ytjnetimi Odaklı Karar Destek Sistemi Standardının
Oluşturulması,
konularında yapılmıştır. Bu konulardaki önemli yardımları nedeniyle bize ivme
kazandıran şimdiki Sivas Valimiz Dr. Hasan Canpolat'a desteğinden dolayı en içten
teşekkürlerimizi sunarız.

Afetlerde önemli rol alan sivil toplum kuruluşlarına, öze7 sektör temsilcilerine verilen
eğitim ile Türkiye'deki tüm sektörlere ulaşmanın sevincini yaşamaktayız.

2002 yı|ında ülkemizdeki ilk Afet Yönetimi Yüksek Lisans programml İlÜ atet
Yönetim Merkezi bünyesinde geliştirmenin, ve ilk mezunları vermenin ülkemiz için
önemli bir dönüm noktası olduğunu düşünüyoruz. Bu programın gelişiminde
Ok]ahoma State ve Texas A & M Üniversiteleri öğretim elemanlarına, verdikleri
destek için şükranl arımızı sunarlz.

Merkez üyelerimiz ulusal bir çok önemli proje ve komisyonda aktif olarak görev

almışlardır. Bu çalışmalar, Başbakanlık Devlet Planlama Teşkilatı: Ttirkiye lktistıt
Koııgresi Afet Yönetimi Çalışma grubu raportörliiğü, İçişleri BakanLığı: Uluscıl
ölçekte Kaymakamlara Afet Yönetimi eğitimi, Türkiye Bayındırlık ve Iskan

Bakanlığı : Deprem Şurası üyeliği, Istanbul Büyükşehir Belediyesi: Deprem Master
Planı Afet Yönetimi ve Halk Eğitim komisyonunda koordinasyon görevi olarak

sıralanabilir.

Yapmış olduğumuz araştırmalar ile Türkiye'de bugünlerde Meclise sunulan A/er

Yönetimi Kanun Tasarısında katkılarımız plduğunu bilmek bizim için bir gurur

kaynağıdır. Başbakan Yardımcımız Sayın Mehmet Ali Şahin'e bize gösterdiği güven,

ilgi ve desteğe şükranlanmrzı sunarız.



Merkezimizin kuruluşunda ve tüm çalışmalarımız sırasrnda destek veren Aınerikeı
Birleşik Devletleri Federal Acil Durum Yönetim Kurumu (FEMA) başkanı Sayın
Michael Brown'a, FEMA Ulusal Acil Durum Eğitim Merkez.i başkanı Sayın Steve
Sharro'a, işbirliğimizi koordine eden Sayın Tom Gilboy'a ve International Ofis
Başkanı Sayın Rochelle Lipsitz ve ekibine sonsuz teşekkürlerimizi sunarız.

Son 5 yıl içerisindeki yayınlarımız, ulusal ölçekte gerçekleştirdiğimiz araşürma ve
uygulama projelerimiz, 1000'in üzerinde yetkiliye verdiğimiz eğitim, Afet Yönetimi
yüksek lisans programını başlatmış olmamız, ülkemiz için yapabileceğimiz yeni ve
kapsamh çalışmalar yanında uluslararası alanda gerçekleştirebileceğimiz
yapabileceğimiz çalışmalara da hazır olduğumuzun birer kanıtı olmaktadır.

Yapmış olduğumuz aralıksız ve gönülden çalışmalar ile Ülkemizi af'etlere daha hazır
hale getirdiğimize inanarak, konu ile ilgilenmekte olanlara saygılanmı ve sevgilerimi
Sunuyorum.

Prof. Dr. Faruk Karadoğan
Rektör 1 Mart 2005, Istanbul



Değerli Okurlar,

Marmara Bölgemizde yaşanan ve etkileri daha yllarca sürecek, acılan
yüreklerimizde hiç dinmeyecek 17 Ağustos ve 12 Kasım depremlerinden sonra bir
daha böyle günleri yaşamamamız için Ülkenin en köklü ve en güçlü üniversitesi
olarak yoğun çalışmalar yapmaktayz. Bu çalışmalar zarrıan zaman basma yansısa bile
kamu oyuna ulaşabilen bilgiler ancak buz dağının su üstündeki kısmını , hatta daha
azını oluşturmaktadır.

Yer bilimlerinden inşaat ve deprem mühendisliğine, geoteknik'den, jeofiziğe,
sismolojiden, meteorolojiye, mimarlıktan şehir planlamaya, afet yönetiminden
coSafi bilgi sistemlerine, uydu teknolojilerinden uzay bilimlerine, yangın

çalışmalanndan çevre sorunlanna kadar her alanda ama her alanda afetlerle ilgili
çalışmalar yapan 900'ü öSetim üyesi olmak üzere 1800 öğretim elemanı ile İstanbul
Teknik Üniversitesi ülkemize yüzyllardır hizmet vermektedir.

Amerika Birleşik Devletleri'nin FEMA(Federal Emergency Management Agency)
adlı kuruluşu ile ülke çapında gerçekleştirdiği afet yönetim sistemlerinin model
alınarak Türkiye'ye uygulanması amacıyla başlatılan FEMA/İTU ACHIEVE (A
Cooperative Hazard Impact-reduction Effort Via Education) pğesi üniversitemize
değil ülkemize afet yönetimi konusunda yeni bir ufuk açmış ve Amerika Birleşik
Devletlerin'de yllardır biriken bilgi ve deneyimlerin ışığında Türkiye için bir Afet
Yönetimi eğitim progIamının geliştirilmesini sağlamıştır.

FEMA(Federal Emergency Management Agency)'nın Türkiye Cumhuriyeti
Hükümeti ile imzaladığı anlaşmanın İrÜ tarafindan yürütülmesinde başta
Başbakanlığımızın, Dışişleri Bakanlığımızın ve Bayndırlık Bakanlığı4ızın çok
önemli destekleri ve katkıları vardır. Bizi bu projede görevlendiren Başbakanlığımıza,
Kriz Merkezi Başkanı Sayın Özgün Ökmen'e bize gösterdikleri güven ve verdikleri
destek için teşekkür ederim.

Bu projede efl az bizim kadar heyecanlı, bizim kadar duygulu bizim kadar özverili
olan Federal Emergency Management Agency yöneticilerine teşekkürü bir borç
biliyorum. Burada özellikle Prof. Kay Goss, Ms. Ruth Hargraves ve Ms. Linda
Matticks'e bu projeye verdikleri inanılmaz destek için teşekkür ediyorum. FEMA'nın
değerli yöneticileri bizim sesimizi uzaktan algıladılar, bize güvendiler, bizi
desteklediler ve inanılmaz bir uzmanlar ordusunu seferber edip burada 3 i
arkadaşımız|n en üst düzeyde Afet Yönetimi konusunda üJzman olarak eğitilmelerini
sağlamak üzere programı başarı ile uyguladılar. Bu eğitim projesine katılarak eğitim
programıru gerçekleştiren tüm Amerikalı uzman|ara teşekkür ediyorum.

Bu programda eğitime katılan değerli ve sevgili öğretim üyelerimize, koordinasyonu
başarı ile yürüten Doç Dr. Derin lJral'a, projenin oluşumundaki katkıları dolaysıyla
Prof. Dr. Oktay Ural'a, çeviriyi ve uyarlamayı yapan, dokümanlan yayına hazıt|ayan
öğretim üyelerimize teşekkürü bir borç biliyorum.



Bu projede gönüllü çahşanlar ülkelerini seviyorlar, üniversitelerini seviyorlar ve bu
ülkenin bu acılan bir daha yaşamaması için 7 aylık eğitim programma gönüllü olarak
aday oldular ve bu programl büyük bir başarı ile tamamladılar. Bu eserleri Türkçe
olarak bjze kazandırdılar. Türkiye Cumhuriyeti'nin elinde artık ABD standartlannda
YetiŞmiŞ bir Afet Yönetim Eğitimi kadrosu var. Bu kadro ile hızlı bir biçimde
organize olup eğitim programlarffnn| getçekleştirmeliyiz.

Deprem sonrasında birçok il ve ilçe kendi afet yönetim modelini geliştirmeye çalıştı.
Bu gayretler elbette boşa gitmedi aırcak bütün il ve ilçelerin afet yönetiminde aynı dili
konuşması sağlanmalıdır. Aksi halde doğacak herhangi bir acil durumda herkes
ŞaŞklnlığa düşebilir ve biz acılarımızdan ders almamış oluruz. Bu bakımdan tüm afet
yönetim sistemlerinin ABD'de olduğu gibi tek bir modele göre örgütlenmesi ve
eğitimin bu modele göre sürdürülmesi gerekir. İlÜ, PBlılA'nın temsilcisi olarak bu
eğitimi verTneye hazırdır. 3000 Sahifelik bu eğitim dokümanırun Türkiye'ye
uyarlanarak yapılan çevirisi bu alanda önemli bir birikimi 14 cilt halinde kullanıma
sunmaktadır. Hazır|anan program ve Afet Yönetim Merkezi'miz uzun bir sürede
harcanan yoğun emeklerle üst düzeyde eğitim verecek kapasiteyi kazanmış
bulunmaktadır.

Afetlere hazırlıklı olmak gelişmiş bir toplum olmanın ön koşullarından biridir. En
kısa zamanda Afet Yönetim eğitim sistemlerini ülke çapında örgütlenmesi bir gün bile
geciktirilmeden yapılması gereken bir çalışmaclır.

Bir daha afetlere uğramamak ve bir daha asla böyle hazırlıksızyakalanmamak dileği
ile değerli okurlarımıza saygılanmı ve sevgilerimi sunuyorum.

Prof. Dr, Gülsün Sağlamer
Rektör

I996-20o4

22 Kasım 200l, İstanbul



Değerli Okuılar,

Ülkemizde Afet Yönetimi konusunda eğitim veren, araştırmalar yapan ve ulusal
katkıları olan 30 üyelik aktif bir merkezin kurucu müdürü olmanın onurunu

yaşamaktayım. Başbakanlığımtzın güveni ile Amerika Birleşik Devletleri Federal

Acil Drırum Yönetim Kurumu FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) ile
2000 yılında başlayan eğitim projesinin koordinatörü olarak çalışmak ve ülkemizde

bu konuyu gündeme getirmek çok önemliydi.

Projenin başlamasındabize destek veren Başbakanlık Kriz Merkezi Başkanı Sayın

Özgün Ökmen'e, FEMA başkan yardımcısı Sayın Kay Goss'a, ve uluslararası ofis

yetkilileri Sayın Rochelle Lipsitz'e, Yvonne Whitfield-Briggs'e, Janet Kennedy'e,
Linda Matticks'e ve Ruth Hargraves'e, 4 yıllık projemizin her aşamasında bizim
yanımızda olduklarından kendilerine merkez üyelerim adına teşekkür ederim.

Kuruluşundan bugüne dek, beş yıl içersinde Merkez üyelerimiz pek çok önemli

projede yer almışlardır. Ülkemizdeki ilk Afet Yönetimi Yüksek Lisans programlnl

geliştirerek yürütmek bizim için çok onur verici olmuştur. Merkezimizin Yönetim
Kurulu Üyeleri başta olmak üzefe, tüm Merkez üyelerine , yapmış oldukları katkılar
için şükranlarlmı sunailm. Takım çalışmalarımız ile başarılarımız daha da anlamlı

olmuştur.

Projenin koordinasyon görevi, ve daha sonra Merkez Müdürü o1arak beni

görevlendiren ve destekleyen Rektör Prof. Dr. Gülsün Sağlamer'e ve halen

Rektörümüz olan Prof. Dr. Faruk Karadoğan'a en içten teşekkürlerimi sunaım.

çalışmalarımlza gösterdiği ilgi, ve destek için Başbakan Yardımcımız Sayın Mehmet

Ali §ahin'e Merkez üyeleri adına şükranlarrmızı sunarım. Ilk projelerimizi bize
kazandran halen Sivas Valisi olan Sayın Dr. Hasan Canpolat ve Ankara Valisi SaYln

Kemal Önal'a ile merkezimiz gerçek anlamda faaliyete geçmiştir. Bize sağladıkları

motivasyon ve güven için teşekkür ederiz.

Kitaplarımızın ikinci baskısı için bize finansal destek veren Amerika BirleŞik

Devletleri Dışişleri Bakanlığı USAID ofisine teşekkür ederiz,

Türkiye'mizi afetlere hazırlamak için her tür eğİtİm ve araştllma görevİne hazır

olduğumrızu Merkez üyeleri adına bildirir, okurlarımıza saygılarlml Sunarlm.

Doç, Dr. Derin N. Ural
Müdür

Afet Yönetim Merkezi 1 Mart 2005, İstanbu]
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Chapter 1
Definition of the Events

1.1. A General Glance at the Recent Terrorist Events in the World

By reviewing the targets and methods of terrorist attacks, the implementation of

disaster management principles can be ensured in attacks which are likely to happen in the

future. For example, an interesting result comes out when one does a research into terrorist

strikes which took place in the years between 1997 and2002 (see Figure 1,1).70 % of the

attacks had commercial targets. Besides this, attacks which targeted diplomatic missions

constituted 7 %, while attacks to military points and "other" targets constituted 2 % and 21 %

respectively. When one examines the incidents which happened on November 15 and 20,

2003 from this point of view, two out of four targets were synagogues ,and they are grouped

in the "ofhef'categorization. The British Consulate General is considered among "Diplomatic

l_
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Targets". As for the attack which hit the HSBC bank,

t1]

Disaster Management Perspective of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15 & 20, 2003

it is classified aş a "Commercial Target"

Total:1 789
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Figure 1. 1 , Distribution of global terrorist incidents categorizecl for targets between 1997
and 2002

Another point of view can be the dispersion according to the types of the events. The
data of 2002 has been selected for this. Initially, at the Figure 1.2, the dispersion of events in

view of targets is given. Commercial targets again have the largest proportion. The
disPersion of events in view of types of events is given at Figure 7.3, and the number of
casualties in each event at Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1. 2, Total number of facilities struck in the world, in 2002

Figure 'l. 3. Types of events in the world, in 2002

Figure 1. 4. Distribution of casualties with targets in the worlds, in 2002
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Although commercialtargets were exposed to attacks at the highest level,'the death toil

in these attacks constitute only 0.B % of the total casualties. As one can easily comprehend,

the attacks aim to hinder commercial activities, not cause loss of life.

One can easily understand the change of methods in terrorist attacks and their results

in view of disaster management, reviewing the types and targets of terrorist attacks in the

last forty years around the world. For instance, in the 197O's, kidnapping was most

widespread among all types of events, whereas in today's world, suicide actions have

become the most common. The effects of these two types of attacks are completely different

in view of disaster management.

Especially after 9/1 1, international terrorism began to experience a metamorphosis.

The incidents which happened simultaneously in different places and through suicide attacks

increased worldwide. The summary of important terrorist events which occurred over the last

forty years, up to September 1 1, 2001 is given chronologically below 12J.

.} The "Bloody Friday" July 21, 1972 : lrish Republican Army (lRA) carried out a bomb

attack in Belfast in Northern lreland, in which 11 people iost their lives and 130 were

injured. Only 10 days afterthe blast, 6 people losttheir lives in an event carried out by

lRA in the City of Claudy in which three separate bomb-laden cars were used.

t The Munich Olympic Games Massacre, Septem ber 5,1972: 8 Palestinian terrorists

who were the members of "Black September" organization took '1 1 lsraeli Athletes

hostage. ln the operation carried out by West German authorities to save the hostages,

9 athletes lost their lives and 5 terrorists were captured dead.

* ASALA Terrorist attacks, 1973 - 1984 : During terrorist attacks that were governed by

ASALA in other cguntries, 41 Turkish citizens such as diplomats, security personnel

and businessmen were killed.

* The Assassination of American Ambassador to Sudan, March 2, 'l973 : American

Ambassador to Sudan was assassinated in Khartoum by "The Black September"

organization.

.} The Bombing in Wall Street, January 27,1975 : A bar in Wall Street was bombed by

Puerto Rican terrorists, and in this event 4 people died and 60 were injured.
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* The Abduction of an Aircraft, June 27, 'l976 : An Air France aircraft was hijacked

with its 258 passengers, and was forced to land in Uganda. The terrorists were caught

in an operation carried out by lsraeli commandos on July 3.

* The Abduction of Former ltaiian Prime Minister, March 16, 1978 : Former ltalian

Prime Minister was abducted by Red Brigades and found dead 55 days later.

* The İranian Hostages Crisis, November 4, 1979 : When American President Carter

admitted the lranian King to US, lranian radicals raided the American Embassy in and

took 66 American dip|omats hostage.

a The Kaaba Attack, November 20, 1979 : Approximately 2O0 terrorists capture.d

Kaaba in Mecca with hundreds of hostages. ln a joint operation carried out by Saudi

and French soldiers, Kaaba was evacuated; however events resulted in 250 dead and

600 injured.

.i. The Assassination of the Egyptian President, October 6, ,t 981 : Egyptian president

Anvar Sadat lost his life in an attack carried out by his soldiers.

,a, The Assassination of Lebanese Prime Minister, September 14, 1982 : Bashir

Jamayel lost his life in an attack which was realized with a bomb-|aden car in front of

his party's center in Beirut.

* The Attack to American Consulate General in Beirut, April ,l8, 1983 : ln the attack,

63 people losi their lives, among them high levei of officials. The lslamic Jihad claimed

responsibility for the attack which was realized with a bomb-laden truck.

n The Attacks to American and French Bases, October 23, 1983 : Two separate

attacks were carried out at American and French bases in Beirut, with bomb-laden

cars. The lslamic Jihad responsibility of the event in which 242 American and 58

French soldiers lost their lives.

* PKK (Kadek - Kongragel) Terrorist Events, 1984 - 1996 : At the south-eastern

region of Turkey, during a 1T-year period, 30 000 Turkish Citizens were killed by

terrorist attacks.
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* The Assassination of Mamatha Gandhi, October 31, 1984: Mamatha Gandhi was

assassinated by his own guards.

* The Hijacking of a TWA Aircraft, June 14, 1985 : A TWA aircraft was hijacked to

Beirut with its 145 passengers, when on its route from Athens to Rome. The crisis

ended when lsrael released 435 Lebanese and Palestinian prisoners.

a The Bomb Attack in lndian Airlines Aircraft, June 23, 1985: A Boeing 747 aircraft

which belonged to lndian Airlines exploded over the Atlantic Ocean and 329 people

lost their lives.

* The Lockerbie Tragedy December 21, ,1988: A bomb planted in a Pan American

Airlines an aircraft in Frankfurt, exploded in the air on Scotland. 259 people lost their

lives. The Libyan government accepted responsibility of the attack.

* The Bombing of the Embassy of lsrael in Argentina, March 17, 1992 : ln the attack,

29 people lost their lives and 242 were injured. The terrorist organization Hezbollah

accepted responsibility of the attack

* The Bombing of World Trade Genter, February 26, 1993 : FolIowing an explosion of

a bomb which was put in the garage section of World Trade Center, 6 people lost their

lives and '1000 were injured. Meanwhile, World Trade Center sustained damage.

.i. The Attack in the Tokyo Metro, March 20, 1995 : ln an attack using poisonuos gas,

12 people lost their |ives and 5700 were injured.

{. The Bombing of Okiahoma Federal Building, April 19, 1995: ln the attack carried

out by Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols, 166 people lost their lives and hundreds

were in.iured. A bomb placed in a truck was used in the attack, and due to the effect of

the explosion, the northern part of the building collapsed,

n The Hamas Bus Attack, February 26, 1996: ln an attack on a bus,26 people lost

their lives and BO were injured.

* The Paris Metro Attack, December 3, 1996:4 people lost their lives and 86 were

injured after bomb explosion in a train at the Port Royal train station.
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{. The Sniper Attack in the Empire State Building, February 23, 1997 : A Danish

tourist lost his life and 4 were injured. Afterthe incident, the terrorist committed suicide.

{. The Bomb Attack to the American Embassy in Kenya, August 7, 1998 ı Following

an explosion atthe main entrance of theAmerican Embassy in Nairobi, 29'l people lost

their lives and 5019 were injured.

.ı. The lRA Bomb Attack, August 15, 1998 : Following an explosion in front of the court

building in the city of Omagh in Northern lreland, 29 people lost their lives and 330

were injured.

ı. The Bomb Attack to a church in Tajikistan, october 1, 2000 : Following explosions

of two bombs were placed put in a church in Dushanbe, 7 people lost their lives and 70

were injured.

.} TheAttackto USS Cole, october12,2000: ln an attackto USS Cole Destroyer, 17

marines lost their lives and 39 were injured.

.} The Attacks in New York City, and Washington DC, September 11, 2001 : TWo out

of four aircraft all of which were hijacked by terrorist, who were members of Al-Qaeda

hit the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center in New York. lmmediately after this

event the third aircraft crashed into the Pentagon, The fourth aircraft fell to countryside

in Pennsylvania. ln these attacks, more than 5000 people lost their lives.

1.2. The First Group of Attacks in lstanbul, November 15,2003

Attacks started with two explosions which happened in the Neve Shalom Synagogue in

Kuledibi and in the Beth lsrael Synagogue in Sisli at 09:30 a.m. on November 15, 2003. The

aggressors who used explosive-laden vans realized the attacks in front of the synagogues.

The diameter of the opening in the ground, under the explosion site in front of Neve

Sha|om Synagogue has been measured as approximately 3 meters, and the depth of the

cavity was 1 meter. When one considers the parameters given below, the estimated amount

Df the explosives is 600 kg.
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n Type of the bombs,

.l. Their position in the vans ,

* The altitude from the ground,

i. The state of the compression of the explosives,

* The ievel of destruction on the ground of the explosion center,

n The destruction which explosives caused in the said area,

The amount of explosives have been calculated according to a semi-empirical method

which is based on the measurements of diameter and depths of craters in the explosion

centers, obtained by using an empirical relation based on varying amounts of one type

expiosive Pl

The main constituent of explosives used in this event was Ammonium Nitrate along

with various hydro-carbonic additives (Fuel oil, diesel oil, kerosene, h,eavy oils etc.). This type

of explosive is known as 'ANFO", (Ammonium Nitrate and Fuel Oil) The explosives were

detonated with a dynamite-|ike igniter with high destructive power,

Figure 1,5- Approximate wave propagation during tİe Neve Shalom Synagogue attack which
was a narrow street
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As the Buyuk Hendek Street, where the Neve Shalom Synagogue is located is narrow,

long and sürrounded by multi-storey buildings, the effect of the exp|osion was ellipsoidal.

From the heavy structural demage in the buildings facing and opposite to the Synagogue, the

damage seen by the cars thrown into the air due to the explosion, and the dispersion of the

wreckage, it is clear that the influence of the explosion was as in Figure1,5.

Aithough the buildings in and around Buyuk Hendek Street were constructed of brick

ı/hich decreased the effect of the explosion by absorbing shock waves; the fact that the

ground level fioors of the buildings housed retail stores of lamps and lighting systems along

with cars parked on both sides of the street, metal objects were diffused to a very large area

afier the explosion, causing many injuries and deaths, due to the fragmentation effect.

The diameter of explosion site in front of the Beth lsrael Synagogue was measured as

approximately 3 meters, and the depth of the cavity was 0.5 meter, Using the method above,

ıhe emprically estimated amount of the explosives was 600 kg [4].

This amount has been calculated by using the same method used in the Neve Shalom

ncident. As in the Neve shalom attack, the exact determination of the amount of the

explosives used is impossible to calculate. Furthermore, at the first moment of the explosion,

a considerable amount of explosives were thrown into the air and did not react, hence the

evel of the explosion stayed below its realeffect. One can say that only 1/3 of the explosives

,,;hich were theoretically calculated were blasted and the rest was exhausted through burning

and dispersion.

Due to the fact that the Nakiye Elgun Street is narrow, long and the buildings around

ie street were reinforced frame and multi-storey, the shock waves following the explosion

,,,ıere reflected, and hence the effect of the explosion increased. The heavy structural

lestruction in the büildings facing and opposite to the Synagogue, the damage caused by

:he cars thrown into the air due to the explosion, and dispersion of wreckage, verified the

ellipsoidal effect of the explosion.

The cars which were parked on both sides of the street decreased the effects of the

explosion by absorbing shock waves. However, of the building |ocated at a near distance to

explosion center and used as a synagogue, the back walls partly collapsed and explosion

:aused many injuries and a high death toll.
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1.3. The Second Group of Affacks in lstanbuI, November 20, 2003

Second group of attacks occurred at the Consulate General of Great Britain in Beyoglu

,and at the Directorate General of HSBC Bank in Levent, on November 20,2003. The first

blast happened in front of the Directorate General of HSBC Bank Building at approximately
,1 1:00 AM and the second blast occurred in front of the British Consulate General in Beyoglu

at approximately 1 1:10 AM.

The diameter of the explosion center and the depth of the cavity emerged after the

blast has been measured as 6, and 1.5 meters respectively. Using the data listed above, the

theoretically measured and estimated amount of raw material used in this attack is 1500 kg.

This amount has been measured by using the same mathematical methods used in the Neve

Shalom and Beth lsrael Synagogues incidents. As in the Neve Shalom Synagogue attack,

the exact determination of the amount of the explosives used in the attack to the British

Consulate is technically difficult to asses. Moreover, again in this attack at the first moment of

the explosion, a considerable amount of explosives were dispersed into the environs, and

hence did not react, and the blast could not reach the level of its real efiecI [5J.

Figure 1.6- Approximate wave propagation during UK Consulate attack, an open area
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The explosion happened in an open area, and created a circular effect, physically. Due
to the fact that the garden of the British Consulate General is very wide (aproximately ,1OO x

160 m2) and the explosion center is far away (aproximately 15 - 30 m) from the multi-storey

buildings, the explosion came out circular

(see Figure 1.6). The heavy structural

destruction in the buildings facing and

opposite to Consulate, the damage

caused by the cars thrown into the air due

to the explosion, and dispersion of

ıvreckage reflect that explosives were

used in high amounts.

Furthermore, although the central

building of the Consulate was very sound,

far away from the explosion center ,and the explosion happened in an open area and hence
all these decreased wreckage, it is seen that the additions and the outbuildings of the

Consulate col|apsed exclusively due to structural damage and that all deaths and injuries

happened in these additions and outbuildings to a larger extent.

ln the two groups of attacks, 53 people lost their iives among them British Consulate
General Roger Short, and718 were injured.

Detailed photographs and satellite pictures of these incidents are given in Appendix 1
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Chapt er 2
Evaluation of Incidents for Four Phases of Disaster Management

2,1. Freparedness

2.1.1. lncident Command System, [ 6 ], [ 8 ]

The incident command system (/cs) is an organization that was prepared before and

completely adaptlve for individual incidents. lCS is the most basic component of Disaster

Management.

Although |CS is a part of Disaster Management, it is a framework that is deve|oPed bY

an lncident Commander (lC) andfocused just on an individual incident. |t means that, lCS is

a,mobile, management structure that may change incident by incident. However, the disaster

management mentality İs a settled, permanent, and great scale system that organizes more

then one group.

During the preparation of this report, the authors made several interviews with

representatives of Governmental and Non-Governmental organizations that ParticiPated in

the November 15 & 20, 2oog events. At the end of this survey it was stated that emergency
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responders were suffered from the lack of efficiency of the lncident Command System
Furthermore, it seems that some items such as using volunteer resources, us|ng resources
efficiently, and establishing a coordination were weaknesses of responders and volunteers.
Actually, a well-established lcs activates a lJnified command that overcome these
weaknesses stated. ihe Unified Command regulates defining main targets of operations,
choosing response strategies, planning operations with limited resources, and commanding
to all departments by one commander. When the management system of Turkey is

considered, the person who matches thıs type of tasks would correspond to a deputy
governor of the city. However, there are many deputy governors of one city, where the total
number depends on the population of the city. The deputy governor who is responsible for

any disastrous case in the city should be a trained professional. With such an lncident
Commander, authority problems, logistic support delays, slow bureaucracy etc. wi|l be

solved. A proposed organization chart is given at Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1- A Suggesflon for lCS Structure for Turkish Management System

During the November 15 & 20, 2003 events, it was seen that, unfortunately, it was

impossib|e to talk about an efficient preparation and |CS, especially for terrorist events. Main

challenges were at coordination, communication, col|aboration (3C's of Disaster

Managemenfl, resource management, and unified command.

According to a study, prepared in advance, by the Greater Municipality of lstanbul,

many resources in case of any disaster Were listed. (Please see Table 2,1, Table 2.2, and

Table 2,3, Moreover, the 3 districts where 4 attacks occurred are listed separately t 7 ] ).lt
wouid have been beneficial to use such resources during the events; however, it was noted

that use of these resources were not realized. The clearest example for that manner was the

lack of any staging area near the HSBC Headquarters, despite the fact that there was one

identified by the Municipality (Figure 2.2) Although the staging area exists on plan, and one

more is appropriate to use near the building, it was not used during the chaos. The main

- 14-
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i

I

cause for such skipping should be just nonexistence of individual lCS of each responding

department

Tent Areas (aISo staging areas)

1"'Degree Roads with Parking Prohibition

2"o Degree Under Controt Roads with Parking
l

] prohibition

3'o Degree lnteıCity Roads with Parking Prohibition

MedicaI Facilities

Management Facilities

Educational Facilities

lSKl Facilities (lstanbul Clean Water and Sewer

sysfems Directorate)

TEAS Facilities (Turkish Electricity co.)

AKTAS Facilities (Private Electricity co, )

BEDAS Faci{itieS (Private Electricity Co. )

IGDAS (/sfanbuI Natural Gas Directorate)

Turk Telekom Facilities

Military Facilities

lDo (lstanbul Sea Busses) Piers

TDl (Turkish NaVaI Trans. Co.) Piers

see ports for Disasters

cemeteries

Fire Department Facilities

Table 2.1.- Technical and social resource fields in lstanbulfordisasfers
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The field of Levent Hotel Management School that has been identified by the Greater

Municipality of lstanbul as a 'Tent Area' (or staging area) prior to the HSBC attack was

suitable a primary staging area; however, it was not used. Moreover, the small park located

behind the HSBC headquarters was also suitable for that manner (see Figure 2.2. for both of

staging are suggestions) The park is 130 m away from the building and dimensions of it are

14 x76 meters.
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Figure 2.2- Fields those were suitable for being staging areas during HSBC attack
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Table 2.2- Suitable areas for becoming 'Staging Area' in the Besiktas dlsfrici

Behind Etiler - Ucaksavar Sitesi

Levent Hotel Management School Field Next to 4. Levent - Sogut Sokak

Levent - Lev. Road, left side

Levent - Lev. Road, right side Next to Arnavutkoy - Sekbanlar Sok

Kultur Mah., behind the' Nese Gaz' opposite ortakoy - TRT

Etiler- Toward Bogazicı University Behind Besiktas - S. Ciftci Dispanseri

Levent - The excess field at the edge of Highway Gayrettepe - OT|M yolu , right side

Akatlar Karanfil Town, edge of the road lhlamurdere cad. sonu . left side

§fwş§**ş §ç§
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2.1.2. Preparation of Civil Defense Directorate of lstanbul

There are 140 statt (2004) members of Civil Defense Directorate (CDD) of lstanbul.

However, 50 of this staff capacity is vacant.

The harmony of Civil Defense Directorate (CDD) is vital for the success of lCS. To

increase this harmony, the CDD has a training program for Police and Fire Department staff.

What's more, there is a team with 7 people who respond to an emergency calls in the

CDD headquarters for 24 hours. 6 of these 7 professional are responsible to respond to the

event, and the other one for communication. After any emergency call that requires more

than those 6, the entire staff is called to headquarters.

2.1.3. Preparation of City Medical Works Directorate

There is a Cn'sıs Center of City Medical Works Directorate of lstanbul, |ocated in

Cemberlitas. Before the earthquake of 1999, the centers function was like a call center. After

the earthquake, the structure of the eenter changed. The one exterior phone line was

increased to seven. The number of computers in the center also increased. Moreover, the

number of ambulances that work for the center increased from 54 to 114.

2.1,4. General Preparation of the Greater Municipality of lstanbuI

The Greater Municipality of lstanbul (GMI), prepared repoıls and maps accordingly with

disaster scenarios such as / Zl;

a. ldentify study for transportation network according to it's capacity,

type and properties (highways, rail system, airports etc.)

b. Field usage for disasters (tent areas, medical facilities,

m an agement facilitie s, ed ucational facil itie s, log istic su pport u n its

etc.)

G. Collaboration with lifeline companies.

Creating a search and rescue group and supporting all necessary

tools and equipments

Collaboration for all scenarios and preparations at the level of

municipalities of normal provinces

d.

e.

-1,7-
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GMl has evaluated every single province using different scenarios. With the

collaboration of Governors Office of lstanbul, the GMl defined all tent ar'eas, helicopter

landing areas, strategic facilities etc. Moreover, some alternative road studies were

conducted for some disasterous cases. Main purposes of those studies are:

.i. Access to EOC, medicalfacilities and strategic buildings

i. Providing reliable transportation among airports, bus stations,

harbors and piers

Access to educational facilities

Prepare transportation alternatives among GMl Bus Company

0ErD and other official facilities
.i. Provide access to life line companies, and fire stations

* Provide clear access among tent areas and above mentioned

facilities

The goal of these reports that were conducted by Municipality is to provide access,
especially for responders. During the November 20, 2003 attacks, especially during the

HSBC Headquarters response, there was chaos for emergency responders and also for all

city traffic. A list of 1't Degree Roads with Parking Prohibition presented in the report was
given at Table 2.3(1). The roads are in Besiktas province where the HSBC Headquarters

attack occurred,

Table 2.3- Besiktas Province, 1't Degree Roads with Parking Prohibition1)
ŞT-"ffiÇrql'iİŞry-ğl]: 

"" 
'- ";! ıt "

,',."tr ,*,iiod4ıkmdsffi ,S : " ' #f'*ı r-"
1i]iiiiii:i]].nı!,],l|]rrir]]]iir,:iaağg]]:]]:]i;;]]i:r!9lil]i:i|]a]iı]]ı]ı!ri:bı]|,]]i]ş_]r]].|1]"]],

şı;il|ıiti|lİ§l§l$ğii{§$ffii§lİlİİğ{i]:ll jlŞı

1 Arnavutkoy Bebek Street 13 K. Kadirgalar Street

2 Arnavutkoy Kurucesme Street 14 Kadirgalar Street

3 Barbaros Boulevard ,15 koru street

4 Bayildim Street 16 Macka slreet

5 Bebek street 17 Muallim Naci Streel

o Besiktas street 18 Nispetiye Street

7 Buyukdere street 19 Ortakoy Dereboyu Street

8 ciragan Street 20 Rumeli Hisari Street

9 Dolmabahce street 21 Spor Street

10 E_5 Barbaros Access Road 22 sair Nedim street

11 Husrev Gerede Street 23 TEM Buyukdere Access

12 lhlamurdere street 24 TEM Bridge Access

*

(l) 
Streets near the HSBC Headquarters are boldfaced.
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2.1.5. Relationship Between lntelligence and Preparedness

lt's known that some intelligence and threats came to Police and National lntelligence

]rectorate about the attacks. However, according to existing laws and settled work

traditions, these establishments do not share information with emergency responders.

.&ctually, it should be possible to inform emergency responders without any detailed

,ırüformation. lt might be quite beneficial to be notified of threats. on the contrary of Turkey,

iü,e us realizes such a sharing and alerts for responders. The alarm level used in us given

ae|ow:

rcwre
.ıj: "*'J*çt^-ş.i. I

fuffib !PşüıYri l

-§ffi.]=-yry_J

: Low risk of terrorist attacks.

: General risk of terrorist attacks.

Significant risk of terrorist attacks.

High risk of terrorist attacks.

: severe risk of terrorist attacks.ffiRed_§evçre

2.1.6. Preparedness of HSBC and Its Staff

During the November 20,2003 attacks, it was seen that HSBC managed to save lives

of many staff and customers by its reliable disaster management plan. There were more then

50O staff who were evacuated from the 20 storey buiiding without any panic and any

problem. Moreover, staff carried on working till 19:00 pm, in a building 1 km far away from

the event site ( for detailed information, please see at 5.6" HSBC Case Sfudy ) . The General

Manager of the Bank in lstanbul talked in an interview and described the situation:

"There was no panic among staff and clients who were in the

Headquarflers Building, just after the attack, This was due to the fact that we

have trainings about such situations and different evacuation plans, We do

training 2-3 times in a year as if there was a dlsasfer. Moreover, we have

many other buitdings, and staff, were carried out there to those sifes fo
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continue to work, Surely, everybody has not worked at the same time.

Managers of depariments have called in just enough personnel daily, " [ 9 ]

2.1.7. MlS(2} Preparation for Companies

There was no damage to the lnformation System of HSBC during the attack. HSBC

had made backups of the entire system. However, just making backups is not sufficient. For

instance, when a company does backups in the same building even in the same room, that

type of backup is always vulnerable. Many companies that were in the WTC were not faced

with information lost, due to professional backup techniques. Companies that care about

disaster management were on 9/,11 were able to continue work after the event.

Similarly, because of its reliable lT infrastructure, HSBC continued its daily work just

after the event, Moreover, the web site of HSBC continued to properly work. Operations with

web site and ATM machines have continued without any problem. t10].

2.1.8. Psychological Support Planning

An NGo that called as Turkish Psychological Foundation have an action plan for

giving psychological support to certain groups. There are three main goals of such a plan.

Goals are 1) giving psychological support to those directly affected, 2/giving psychological

support to emergency responders, and 3) public awareness.

* Support for directly affected people like :

Those who lost their re|atives

lnjured victims in hospitals

Relatives of injured

citizens of attack scenes

t. Support for emergency responders like :

./ Po|ice Officers
,/ Medical Staff
./ Firefighters
./ Media Staff
./ Search & Rescue Teams

('\ 

^,IIS 

: Management Information Systems
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* public awareness with

Media like TV and radio

Brochures

Programs at schools

* Establishments which cooperated in this effort :

./ Turkish Red Crescent (KlZlLAY)
,/ Turkish Psychological Foundation (TPD)

,/ Bogazici University (BU) Psychology Department
./ Hacettepe University, Social Services College (SHYO)
,/ Ministry of Medical Works (SAGLIK BAK.)
,/ Ministry of Education (MEB)
./ Social Services and Saving Children Establishment (SHCEK)
./ Education Volunteers Foundation of Turkey (TEGV)
,/ Foundation of Psychological Health of Children and Youth (CGRSD)
./ Foundation of Social Service Experts , istanbul Branch (SHUD)
./ UN|CEF

2.2. Mitigation

2.2.1. Quick-view to Structural Safety of Target Buildings t 26 ], [ 27 ]
As the English diplomats were working in a temporary building near the main gate, the

English media blamed UK Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the losses. Moreover, the UK

Consulate in lstanbul is situated at the most crowded part of the city [ 11 ]. For instance, the

üS Consulate has moved to less crowded and less intense area of the city a short time prior

to the events. However, the UK Consulate in lstanbul is stil| (2004) in the same intense area.

Since the istanbul visa office is second most busy visa office of the UK, and also due to
-elationships with the real and commercial life, the UK Consulate remains in the heart of the

ğüty

The 200 years history of the UK Consulate Building includes three big fires.

ııterestingly, the visa office of the Consulate was attacked in April 2003, 6 months prior to

ıe November terrorist attacks.

Similar to the UK Consulate Building, the Neve Shalom Synagogue also has an

.nfortunate history. The Synagogue was first attacked in September 6, 1986 by two armed

:errorists, during prayer. During that attack, 22 Jewish Turkish citizens died. The Synagogue
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was opened for prayer in May 20, 1987. About 5 years later, in March 1, 1992, the

Synagogue was bombed by one hand-bomb. However, Neve Shalom Synagogue had tight

security with private guards, and camera system. Therefore, there was no causalities of

people who were praying in the building during the attack. Causalities occurred just at the

gate of the Synagogue, and people who were walking on the street during the event.

Detailed mitigation strategies and suggestions can be found in Chapter 3 : Effects of
Explosions, and Structural Damage Mechanisms.

2.3. Response

2.3.1. Response of Istanbul Fire Department(3)

The Beyoglu and Fatih Group Directorates responded to the November 15, Neve

Shalom Synagogue and November 20, UK Consulate attacks, with 12 vehicles and 45

firefighters. Similarly, Sisli and Besiktas Group Directorates responded to the November 15,

Beth lsrael Synogogue and HSBC Headquarters attacks together, with B vehicles and 30

firefighters. Because the Fatih Group Directorate is also the central support directorate, the

group of responders from Fatih included more vehicles and firefighters.

During these two groups of attacks, first calls came to Beyoglu and Sisli Group

Directorates. First attacks during November 15 were called in as a natural gas explosion,

because of the smell of chemicals. That's why; the smell was so similar to the additional gas

(tetra hydro teofen) that mixed with smell-free natural gas so that people can understand any

case of leaking gas.

The average accessing time of firefighters to react the scenes was about 3 - 5 minutes

(see Table 2.4). Fnefighter teams noted that scenes were controlled by police when they

arrived to the scenes, and they started to define injuries and load them on to the

ambulances. Corpses were covered, and it prosecutor was waited for.

Additional to the collapsed building of the UK Consulate, there was some damage at

the main building; since, injuries were met at the garden of the Consulate. Other groups of

firefighters responded to some small fires. First scenes for injuries in buildings, organization

of injuries and evacuation procedures took approximately 15 minutes during events.

Due to some structural disabilities (l.e. collapsed sfaırs) and vulnerable parts of

structures, it was difficult to respond and evacuate people who were at the upper storeys.

'r'Thaı part ofıhe reporıvas prepared by ıhe inIerviel|Js thalınadevith lstanbul Fire Deparıment responders
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The total average working day of firefighters was about 3 days during four events. They
ffited for 72 hours.

Tablo 2.4.- Calltimes to firefighters and their access filnes

Neve Salom Synagogue,

November 15,2003

Beyoglu, all team 09:25 09:33

Fatih. all team 09:34 09:43

sisli, one vehicle 09:52 1O:O2

Beth lsrael Synagogue,

November ,l5, 2003

Beyoglu, 2 vehicles 09:25 09:32

Besiktas. all team 09:35 09:50

sisli, all team 09:32 09:45

UK Consulate, November 20,

Beyoglu, all team 11:06 11:12

Fatih, all team '1 1:06 11

2003 sisli, one vehicle 11:12 11:25

Fatih, light tower 15:00

HSBC Headquarters,

November 20,2003

Besiktas, all team 10:56 '1 1:1 0

Seyrantepe, 2 vehicles '1 1:00 11:12

sisli, all team 10:57 1,1:15

lstinye, aıı team 11:15 11:32

2.3.2. Medical Response (5)

The Crisis Center of lstanbul Medical Works Directorate takes emergency calls by the

Ey of the 112 call center in Bakirkoy (south-western lstanbul, European Slde) The Fire

Department, Police, and Governorship of lstanbul pass information on regularly. Ambulances

ıe directed by this center.

During the November 15 & 20,2003 attacks, the Crisis Center received first calls as if
üıere was a natural gas exp|osion, similar to the firefighters. When they arrived at the

§oenes, they used the load & go procedure for injuries. During transporting injuries to

irepitals, reiatively far away hospita|s were used in case all injuries who can walk keep busy

near hospitals.

- Tlcre is just one minute benveen call ıime and exit time ofresponders.
" Tlıı prı of ıhe reportwas prepared by the inteınie\vs ıhaı müde with lstanbul Medical Works Direcıorale Crisis Ceııter responders.
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The first group of attacks occurred at the weekend and, fortunately, there were 2

doctors and 2 nurses at the Crisis Center because of the duty shifting. Moreover, as many

112 Crisis Center ambulances were going to petroleum storage near the event'scenes; they

accessed to scenes very quickly. On the other hand, ambulances that were trying to access

Sisli Beth lsrael Synagogue used empty ways because Police closed all roads of

Mecidiyekoy (a place between Beyoglu and Sisli),

There were 1 doctor and 1 nurse in each ambulance and, because of many

ambulances that accessed to scenes suddenly, there were enough medical staff. For

example, during November 15,2003 events, the first ambulance reached Neve Shalom 3

minutes after the explosion. ln the following 15 minutes, the number of ambulances reached

26, and during the day to 50.

24 hospitals served during 4 events, and a total of 170 medical staff served at scenes.

237 of 303 injuries were discharged from hospitals one day later. Hospitals used A Plan that

prepared them for such disasters. According to the plan, many staff were re-called from their

homes.

At the end of November 20, the Crisis Center was again organized with all medical

stafi. 432 of all injuries were discharged from hospitals one day later.

During the November 20 attacks, there was a big conference among doctors in the

Taksim First Aid Hospital (the closest hospital to Beyoglu aftacks sıdes, Neve Shalom and

UK Consulafğ. Fortunately, there were enough doctors to respond to all injuries, just after

the event. Many surgical operations were conducted.

Turkish Red Crescent announced on November 20 that they have enough blood and

TDP (fresh freezed plasm) stock. During the last event, they had 250 unit of fresh blood and

2 B00 TDP (fresh freezed plasm).
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2 3 3. Response of Civil Defense Teams (6)

--e ieadquarters of the Civil Defense teams is located in Avcilar (it's about 30 km
- ',:,, lncident scenes) and they reached fırst event scenes in 30 minutes during

:-:., 15 attacks. Different from other emergency responders (i.e. firefighfers), because
": ": e of civil defense, the establishment is organized not only for local emergencies, but

: : s:ale disasters such as earthquakes or floods. That's why they reached the scenes
- :-;- the other responders.

l -: ng the first group of attacks, it was seen that there was no work for Civil Defense

_ : - ].|,s at the Synogogues. However, just in case, they left one team in Fatih (3 km

:' Neve Shalom and UK Consulate, and 10 km south of HSBC Headquarters),

,-:e of this precaution, the team that left at Fatih responded to the second group of

:,> ı iess then 1O minutes.

-ıe important role of Civil Defence was at the collapsed building of the UK Consulate.

:-se there was no debris and casualty under it, the HSBC Headquarters was not a

. -: area for them. ThÖ biggest challenge for Civil Defense responders was annex house
, ]cnsulate and the missing Consul General, Mr. Roger Short.

)uring the response, team leaders directed team members from outside in order not to

'=:::ıeir concentration. They had logistic7supports, tools and other needs. Responders first

,-=: with defining and listing possiblJ individuals under the debris. People who were

. =: cut from the debris were erased from the list one by one. Name, surname, age, and

-=, :efining properties of injuries were listed and then they sent to hospitals. Moreover, the

:.--=e number of private cars which carried those injured were also recorded.

During operations, Civil Defense teams had no communication difficulties. They hdd

: and space wirelesses, one mobile satellite phone, one near space wireless and one
":: e wireless station.

Civil Defense teams had sufficient about equipment. According to assignments ın

=-s one person always performs needed too|s. For meals, Civil Defense teams carry their

, - ıeals to sites; however, because of municipalities' organizations about meals, they did

: ^eed their own packages.

The other subject that was handled and organized by Civil Defense were NGO Search

: Rescue teams. Even though there were many people for search and rescue, the

.ı, ı tı1 ıhe report | üs prepcıred b_\, the inlerievs llıal nıade ıı ith lsüıı,ıbııl Ciıil DeJbnse Dirtıc,kırale respcıntlers
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coordination was established to organize them and improve the efficiency. At the end of
works at scenes, NGO Search and Rescue teams reported their completed ı,nissions.

Moreover, they gave the entire staff probably will be about crime questionnaire.

During operations in UK Consulate Compound, a total of 3 teams, 4 vehicles and 20

staff of Civil Defense worked. One of these teams was always a backup waiting. Moreover, 2

teams and 2 vehicles were assigned for the HSBC Headquarters; however, they did not work
there. All works of Civil Defense were completed at midnight of November, 21. At the

afternoon of November 21, Civil Defense teams left all areas.

2,3.4. Response of the Greater Municipality of Istanbul (7}

Just after calls about explosions, during all four events, the EOC of the Greater
Municipality of lstanbul (AKOM) was activated.

Because of first calls from Synagogue expiosions were as if they were natural gas

explosions, |GDAS (Natural Gas Company of the Municipality) experts and emergency

teams had been directed to the scenes. Just after the first impressions of first |GDAS group,

search and rescue teams and more staff of lGDAs were sent to the areas.

Because of the second explosion just after the first one, all Municipality teams were

alerted and they were divided by three main groups rather than one. When twci groups were

operating at the sites, the other one was waiting as backup, near the scenes, After

concluding that explosions were criminal events, Great Municipality teams left the area for

emergency responders and they started to wait in case they could provide logistical support.

Establishments, companies and directorships of the Greater Municipality of lstanbul

that responded to events during two groups of attacks were listed below;

.i. Fire Department (lt's a depaılment of the Municipality)

ı'. Emergency and Saving Lives Directorship,
.i. Secretary General of Defense of the Municipality

Great Municipality Search and Rescue Teams (BAK)

Road Maintance and Repairing Directorate (One team and

equipment / machinery)

Gardens and parks Directorate staff

|7)Thaı port of ıhe reporı \ras prepared by the data ıaken from Greaı Municipality oJ'lsıanbııl

*
*

*
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n |GDAS (Operational Teams of Natural Gas Company of Great

Municipality)

lSK| (Operational Teams of Clean and Dirty Water Directorate of

Great Municipality)

Structural Engineers of Earthqualte Disasters Directorate (for

defining building damages )

Social Services Directorate, (Logistiç supporfs for emergency

r§Ponders and victims)

.i. Transportation Co. of the Greater MuniC,ipality (for safety of City

Metro)

i. press Directorate (for creating a clear way for information flow)

.i. Map Directorate (for supporiing about simple drawings, maps and

infrastructu re information of scene s)

Traffic Directorate of the Greater Municipality (for finding alternative

ways, arranging traffic lights with GREEN WAVE that helps

e me rge ncy res ponde rs. )

Structural Works Directorate (They completed a road that was under

construction near HSBC Headquarters in just 9 hours)

2.3,5. Response of NGO Search and Rescue Teams

2.g.5,1, Operations of AKA Group (a)

During first group of attacks, search and rescue teams of AKA attended efforts in

synagogues with a team of B. Moreover, 2 staff organized communication in the center

bureau. Because there were no collapsed buildings, staff helped evacuation and carrying of

injuries.

On November 20, AKA teams attended search and rescue op"r.tion, at HSBC

Headquarters from ,11:00 to 15:00. Operations of the NGO at HSBC Headquarters were

realized by the command of the Chief of the Fire Department. At HSBC Headquarters, they

abo supported 112 Emergency Call, and Police Department.

Operation staff of the European Side of the city reached the UK Consulate Compound

at 11:30. At 1 1:45, staff that live on the Asian Side of the city were met at the Centraİ Bureau

of the group, and prepared tools and additional equipment. This equipment and tools were

sent to the scenes at 13:00. With the support of the communication division of the group,

"' ,,:non reporı ofAKA Search and Rescue teams... AKA : Search rescue research associaıion

*

*

*

{.

*
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staff that were carrying all stuff were directed to Taksim (to the IJK Consutate Compound) by
ferry. Since the UK Consulate Compound is a strategic piace, AKA Board bf Directors
Prohibited their staff from talking to the media. AKA group continued to work at the UK
Consulate Compound with 17 staff at 14:0O.

One Personnel from AKA Group located the video recorder of the security cameras of
HSBC Headquarter at 20:00. The recorder was taken out by the staff and one personnel
from Crime Scene lnvestigations Department of the City police, Recently found te|e-
secretary cassettes were also given to Police by AKA staff.

The mission of all AKA staff ended by a decision taken during a meeting between the
AKA General Director and the Civil Defense Director. All AKA staff left the November 20th

attack scenes at22:00.

2.3.5,2. Operations of GEA Group (s)

ln the morning of November 15, 2003, the Sisli Branch staff of the GEA Group heard
an exPlosion and they moved for operation. They arrived at the scenes at 10:20 AM. The
team with six persons started search and rescue operations in Beth lsrael Synagogue with
the collaboration of the Fire Department. The team left the scene at 13.15 by conveying
information to officials.

On November20, at 10:55, staff of the GEA Groupwho were in training near Levent
(near HSBS Headquaıte,rs) heard an explosion and they called the GEA center. After that
call, a team with 'lB staff were given a meeting point near Levent. At 11:3OAM, a GEA team
arrived at the HSBC Headquarters and they staıted to help evacuation of injured. At that
time, another team of AKA Group was working at the UK Consulate Compound. 1O staff from
the Sisli Branch and 'l0 from the Kadikoy Branch arrived at the scene. They worked until
'14:O0 with thermal cameras and vibrascope equipments. All GEA staff left the November 20
attack scenes at21:30.

2.3.5.3. Operations of AKUT Group (ıo)

The entrance windows of the AKUT Headquarters were broken during the November
20,2003 HSBC Headquaıters attack as the HSBC building is in near vicinity to the AKUT
Headquarters. As news of one more explosion at Beyoglu arrived just 1O minutes after the

|ast one, 1 team was sent to Levent (HSBC Headquaıiersl and 2team were sent to Taksim
(near the |.JK Consutaıte Compound) initially. After that, the Board of Directors oİ nxur

(9) 
Afıeı'aclion reporl of CEA Search anrl RescLıe reom.,. GEA .Search. resctıe ancl echolog1) tü.ssocitıIion

(|0\ 
A7", ortion reporl ofAKL}T Search cınd Rescue team... AKUT :Secırch and rescııe associo7ion
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-|gently met at the Headquarters of AKUT. The İstanbul Governorship and Municipalitlı

lcc's were called to offer assistance.

The first team sent to the HSBC Headquarters had 9 volunteers, and the second

:3am had 11 volunteers. Team had equipment including masks, and gloves from the AKUT

-eadquarters. Team who arrived at the scenes started to work with the permission of the

]ivil Defense Directorate. Just after HSBC Headquarters crime scene closed to all

-:sponders even to the Fire Department, the AKUT teams left the area in order to move to

:-e UK Consulate Compound. At 17:0B, a third AKUT team with 9 staff was sent to Taksim.

AKUT was contacted by the Sisli Municipality, |ETT (Bus and Trum Company of the

3,eat Municipality), Show Radio (a national radio channel), NTV, TRT, ATV (these three are
,ational TV channelsl, and Yeditepe University who asked for assistance in transportation,

:cmmunication and other special requests.

During operations, some impoıtant decisions were made by AKUT directors. These

::cisions were;

one AkuT staff would document all data about volunteers who

would like to donate blood, or join to emergency response teams.

since event scenes were aiso crime scenes, offers of assistance

other than registered volunteers would be kindly rejected.

All valuable belongings of teams who went to scenes would be

collected and stored by one person at the AKUT Headquaters.

Volunteers needed duty for answering calls and organizing all

communication were chosen and announced.

The public information officer was selected and announced.

On November 21't, one day after the events, one AKUT team with 3 staff

=": :alled to the Tepebasi area (UK Consulate Compound and its environment) by

: :e officials, The area was searched again and data and evidences found were

,:^ to Poiice. ln the same day, at November 21 morning, AKUT teams left the

: -:s at 1 0:30.

2.3.6, Traffic and Other Security Problems
-he November 20 HSBC Headquarters attack particularly led to chaos and a massive

",,_-. ,am in Levent, the heart of commerce in lstanbul, The Buyukdere Street (the street in

-,_, .'rhe HSBC Headquarters scene/ was opened to traffic 10 hours after the event, and
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(1 km to HSBC

km to HSBC

l. Bosphorus Bridge Zincirlikuyu access road

Headquaıters)

TEM Highway Zincirlikuyu direction

E-5 Highway Zincirlikuyu access road (1.5

Headquaıters)

t.
n

{. Taksim-Tarlabasi direction (near the UK Consulate Compound and

Neve Shalom Synagogue)

* Unkapani bridge Taksim direction (near the tJK Consulate

Compound and Neve Shalom Synagogue)

As problems increased with city traffic on the November 2oth, The EOC of the Greater

Municipality of lstanbul announced alternate roads.

The alternate roads for those who were traveling to Etiler - Levent - Gultepe (fhe

region c/ose fo HSBC Headquaıters);

* Besiktas - Ortakoy - Ulus link roads

* Akmerkez - Levent Etiler link road (1-2 km to HSBC

Headquaıters)
.l. TEM Highway Karanfilkoy - Etiler link (2 km west of HSBC

Headquaıiers)
.i. okmeydani - Kagithane direction Gultepe link (2 km south of HSBC

Headquaıters, near the Golden Horn)

Alternate roads for those traveling to Taksim- Kasimpasa - Sisli (region of the UK

Consulate Compound and synagogues);

* Eyup - Golden Horn Bridge and TEM Highway direction (4 km south

west of the UK Consulate),

Okmeydani, or Haskoy Golden Horn Bridge (2 km west of the UK

Consulate),

Kasimpasa link (1 km west of the UK Consulate),

l. Kasimpasa - Caglayan-Sisli link (2 km west of the UK Consulate),

*
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* Karakoy, Kabatas, Dolmabahce, Harbiye direction and Sisli link

(coastal road, 1-2 km east of the UK Consulate Compound)

The traffic congestion also affected responders. For instance, since the lstiklal Street

(nearest street to the UK Consulate Compound and also Neve Shalom Synagogue) was

closed to traffic (it's a usual situation, not due to events), and all other roads had traffic

congestion, the Fire Department responders had many difficulties to access to lstiklal Street.

2.3.7. ldentification and Crime Scene tnvestigations (11)

Numbers were given to corpses as they were carried to the morgue. Since corpses

were carried to the morgue without their clothes, they dit not have any identification

information except their numbers.

The identification procedure was one of the most difficult problems just after events.

Wallets and lD cards that spread out with the effect of explosion made the identification

procedure difficult. Col|eaques and family members helped identify victims.

The hardest case for identifying victims, are those who were at the scene, but without

any relationship with the area. For instance, during November 20 attacks, one of causalities

was a citizen of Former Yugoslavia. His thumbprints were sent to lnterpol in order to find his

dentity. After a search on lnterpol archives, his identity was determined.

During all four attacks, identifications of corpses were completed except for one

ıerrorist. He was identified a few days later than events.

Because of challenging of organization, there were very discrepancies for evidence

Jefinition and safety. ln some cases, responders first asked for permission from Crime Scene

nvestigation staff and than they responded. Despite the fact that the priority is for life safety,

emergency responders must be educated about evidence safety.

The Counter Terrorism Branch of lstanbul City Police conducted an investigation,

-lıerefore, the Crime Scene lnvestigation staff informed the Counter Terrorism Branch of all

gıelopments and findings.

Crime Scene lnvestigation teams worked 4 days at the HSBC Headquarters, 10 days

aıt the UK Consulate Compound and 5 days for each of the Synagogues.

-c;orırıofthereport\üaSpreparedbyinteı,wieısand informationtakenfromlstanbul CityPolice
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A total of 200 Police officials worked for each single event,On average, 60 of them

were from the Crime Scene lnvestigations, 100 of them from Cevik Kuvvet (special quick

response team of city police) and the remainder were police officials who supported them.

2,3.8. Some Particutar Precautions Following Events

HSBC Bank announced at 15:00 that they stopped banking

operations in Turkey for one day.

Tukish Airlines announced just after Synagogue attacks that

precaution and alarm degree for pilots was increased one level.

lzmir (the third biggest coastal city of Turkey) in the west City Police

sent many police and patrols to some strategic points such as

HSBC Branches of the city. Those who work in US facilities were

sent to their homes. US Hospital, Turkish - US Common Defense

Facility (TUSLOG) and the store that genera|ly US Citizens go were

closed temporarily.

ı'. Vehicles that pass front of US Consulate, UK Consulate and

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the capital were checked and

investigated.

Security precautions were increased in Great Parliament of the

Republic of Turkey in Ankara.

Security was increased in the Turkish Consulate building in Berlin,

Germany.

British Airways closed their offices except the located one in the

Ataturk Airport, lstanbul, during November 20.

The city police closed lstiklal Street (nearest sfreef to UK Consulate

Compound) even for pedestrians.

The White House in Washington DC was evacuated on November

20, because one plane reportedly left its route. At the beginning of

evacuation procedure of the White House, NBC announced that the

aa"
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problem was solved and the White House staff were returned back

to their offices.

.|. Bursa (fourth b]ğ-oest-eityolTurkey at the northern west) City Police

held an emergency decided to increasÖ Precautions throughout the

city.

.i. Security precautions were increased at HSBC branches, Gerush

Synagogue and also mall shopping in Bursa.

2.3.9. Communication(12)

Telephone traffic dramatically increased just after November 20 attacks. There were

üıree central phone line stations near the scenes. Beyoglu, Kasimpasa (region near the UK

Consulate) and Levent (near the HSBC Headquarters) were blocked for 2 hours, Calls

,ncreased three fold just after events. ( from 300 000 calls / hour to 900 000 calls / hours).

4s a precaution, outgoing calls were cancelled and the three central communication stations

*-furned to their normaltrends.

Moreover, GSM (cef phone) lines were also blocked. Turkcell and Ayce|l (two of four private

3SM companies of Turkey) sent their mobile base stations for support.

2.3.10. Misleading News

After the second group of attacks, there were many misleading news on te|evision.

That news stated that there were other explosions in various parts of the city. since these

ıeıııs affected to all citizens, at the beginning, there was a big chaos in the city. A summary

ıf that misleading news are written below;

"IJnexpected attacks in lstanbul: There are four big attacks at the

same time at four different places in the city. lstanbul has images like

9/11 , There are 2 attacks in Levent (actually one, just HSBC

Headquaıiers attack), 1 attack at the UK Consulate, and one more at

Goztepe'de HSBC (it is not true, Goztepe is a place at the Asian Side of

the city where an attack did not occur ) "

The last explosion occurs at Gostepe HSBC Branch, The sound

of the explosion was heard from kadikov boastal province near to

Goztepe)"

--r1;-:rır: 
o,f ıhe report\üas preparedıviıh inforıııalion talıenfrom ]staııbıl Tıırk'l'elekom fficials
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2.4. Recovery

2.4,1. PsychoIogic Support of NGO's (13)

Foundation of Turkish psychologic, Turkish Red crescent, and Bdgazicl university

organized a psychologic support program. The program can be summarized as :

* Psychologic Support
,/ Establishing psychologic call centers
,/ Psychologic support for HSBC staff
,/ Psychologic support for UK Consulate staff and their reiatives

* Visit to Hospitals
./ visiting those injured and their relatives,
,/ Name and address identifications from hospitals for injuries and

casualities
,/ visiıto injured victims homes

.i. Public Awareness
,/ Awareness via media and brochures
,/ Psychologic support actions for people who live close to incident scenes

* Support Actions at Schools
./ providing support to students of schools near event scenes
,/ providing education for psychologists through ,17 consultancy Research

centers in lstanbu|

* Support Actions for Emergency Responders
,/ Providing support to firefighters (140 staff)

,/ Providing support to police officials (600 statt)
,/ Providing support to municipality officials (30 statt)

2.4.2. DamageDefinition
According to investigations by the Beyoglu Municipality and ,l't Directorate of lstanbul

Savlng Cultural and Natural Treasures, 25 of 38 damaged buildings near the Neve Shalom

Synagogue were historical treasures. Moreover, there were 60 damaged buildings near the

Sisli Beth lsrael Synagogue, 22 of them were heavily damaged. According to investigations

of Governorship of lstanbul, variation of all damage were :

(l') Thaı parı ofıhe reporıwas prepared by information takenfrom Foundation ofTurkish Physiologisıs
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714 shops and 251 residences in 259 ( % 79)

43 buildings ( % 13 )

1Bbuildings (%5)
9buildings (%3)

*
*
{.

*

Window and glass damage :

Slight Damage :

Moderate Damage :

Heavy Damage

Figure 2.4- Damage ratios of four incidents

2.4.3. Affected Schools and Students

There were many schools near the incident sites. Schools situated within 500 m to the

scerfes are listed in Tables 2.5.a,2.5.b,2.5.c, and 2.5.d,

O_ Musa Primary School

Beyoglu Primary School

Ar§trian High School

§*ıt Benoit French High School

Jlwish Primary School

FırnıaE ltalian High School Foreigner's Schooı

Aııınde Tarhan High School

&yqfu Anaİolian High School

Fmn* German High School

,Güiasaıay High School

@İJ Female Occupation High

os; 
]

Esiglt 
l

lll,tctra"]
ESa€ç 

l

Table 2.5.a.- Schoo/s located 500 m to scene, Neve Shalom attack

November 15, 2003

Neve Shalom Synagogue Attack

Table 2.5.b.- Schoo/s located 500 m to scene, Neve Shalom and UK Consulate attacks

November 15, 2003

Neve Shalom Synagogue

and

November 20,2003

uk consulate Attacks

@mgfu lrd Occ. High School
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Tablo 2.5.c.- Schoo/s located 500 m to scene, UK Consulate attack

§i
Taksim Primary School

November 20,2003

The UK Consulate Attack

Taksim Ataturk High School

French High School Foreigner's School

Greek Female High School l\ilinority School

Table 2.5.d.- Schoo/s located 500 m to scene, HSBC attack

W§üi
Kurtulus Primary School

November 20,2003

HSBC Bank

St. Michel French High School Minority School

Talatpasa Private School

Sisli Primary School

Private Evrim High School

Private Bilgi High School

Ferikoy Primary School

sisti Medical High School

Private Sisli High School

Sisli High School

Private Pangalti Armenian Hlgh School Minority School

,19 MayiS High School

R. Niyazi Bey Primary School

Nilufer Hatun Primary School

S. S. Tarcan Primary School

Private Sisli Terakki High School

lSOV Structure High School

Private Yildiz College

Nisantasi Anatolian High School

There were 35 schoo|s situated within 5OO m to the scenes. One being a daycare, 1B

high schools, and the others were primary schools, minority schools and foreigner'S School.
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on the contrary of November 15, Saturday attacks, November 20 attacks were on

Thursday, a day that schools were open and lessons were being conducted. Debris near the

schools, news about expecting new attacks, vehicles of police and fire department, blood

stains etc. affected children very seriously. Children who saw events or follow them by

television can catch their parents extemporaneously. For instance, it's possible to a little child

asks a question to his/her family something like that "Mom, can l explode a bomb with our

van?", parents shou|d explain to their children the events with proper way and proper

sentences(la). They must correct untrue messages that children are taking from media organS

or even from inside the house, When children ask questions about war and terrorism, they

should be answered without any extra information that they don't need. lf it's given more

complicated answers for their questions, it creates new worries and fears. On the other hand,

."f it's given unsatisfactory answers, parents loose their reliability. The other point is that

shildren are not familiar with terms that parents choose. That's why; some important terms

.nust be explained to children. By the way, some names that children frequently heard from

]V,s must be explained such as PKK, El Kaide, or Taliban, Some terms and some proper

explanations are given below. According to the age of the child, explanations migrıt ne

expanded.

.i. Terrorism - Acts that, are intended to hurt innocent people and make

everyone feel afraid.

Terrorist - Someone who uses terrorism to make people listen to them,

Suicide bomber - A terrorist who ties a small bomb to his body and blows

up the bomb when he is around innocent people. Suicide bombers

sometimes use cars, airplanes, or trucks, too.

Air strikes - Bombs that are dropped from airplanes.

Bio-weapons - Bombs and other weapons that are filled with germs or

chemicals to make people sick.

Bomb threat - Someone has made a threat to put a bomb in a building

and the people should leave the building quickly.

Casualty - A person who is injured or dies in a terrorist attack or war.

MlT (or ClA in the US)- The lntelligence Agency of Turkey. The MIT tries

to find out about attacks before they happen by spying on the terrorists in

other countries.

Evacuation - Means you have to leave an area because it is not safe.

ı,ım :c;r:_, ı{ ıhaı ancl folloıı,ing parographs ıvere ıakenfrom one of D. S. Spaide's arıicles, ıyith her Permission. Article can be fbıınd tı
ıftıı .ıji'a:ı conı [l1],

.l.

n

l.
.l.

n
,
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'i' Retaliation - Responding to an attack by punishing the terrorists for hurting

people.

ı" War - When countries fight against other countries or against terrorist

organizations.

Some pedagogical rules must be followed during that information fiow, For example,
pre-school children can memorize some rules that parents tell them just one minute, if it is

not repeated. There are some important pedagogical rules for that manner like some
examples listed below;

* Keep lt Simple - When children want to talk about disaster or terrorism, it

is important to answer their questions fully without overloading them with

more information than they need, want, or can handle.

* Define Terms - When you talk to your children about terrorism, keep in

mind that,they may not be familiar with some of the terms that have

become all too much a part of our adult vocabulary.

.i. The One-Minute Rule - Most children have shorter attention spans than

adults and a good ru|e of thumb is to never talk "at" a preschool child for

more than one minute without giving them a chance to reply,

* Choose Your Words Honestly - As you talk to your children or other

members of your family be careful to choose your words with respect for

their power. lt is important for your family to trust your words and your

integrity. lf your child catches you in a Iie about a small thing, he will always

wonder if you are lying about the bigger things, too.

{. Little Ears, Big lmaginations - lt is often not what we directly say to our

children but what they overhear that counts. Children are very insightful

and learn early that we often say one thing to them and something more to

adults.

* Nonverbal Language - Stronger than our language of words is the

|anguage of our bodies. ln fact, when communicating with chi|dren about

terror, adults are the experts at carefully crafting words and phrases but

children are the expeıts at interpreting and engineering nonverbal

messages. ln order to really hear our children. we have to learn to send

and receive body messages.

.i. Put lt into Words _ Trauma creates big emotions that demand a voice.

When we can't find ways to express these overwhelming feelings with

words or positive actions, we will find ways to release them in negative

ways. Children are especially vulnerable to negative emotional outburstb
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because their vocabulary is so limited, They may not even be fully aware

that the discomfort they are feeling is related to the trauma or stress they

have experienced [14].

2.4.4. lnsurance Operations

The small businesses without any insurance in Beyoglu were affected seriously from

-: attacks, For those insured.

.i. Families can take assurance payment for victims who have life

insurance,

* 'Terrorism risk'is in the standard insurance packages for residences

and businesses. However, some clients cancel this risk category in

order to pay less premiums. Clients with such insurance policies

were not reimbursed.

* A client whose residence or shop burned during terrorist attacks

could not get coverage if terror risk was not included assurance in

the insurance policy; even the policy contains fire insurance.

The only country that covers terror risk in insurance poiicies in Europe is Turkey. on
,". ::ıtrary of the fact that the terror risk generally is covered by war risk, the Turkish
":_,a^ce system covers it separately. However, it's impossible to insure just terror risk in a

:: :. lnsurance companies undertake terror risks with insurance policies of fire or

: -:-:bile insurances. 90 - 95 percent of insurance holders in Turkey also have terror risk

-^]^ --=J.

2.4,5. FinancialAids
. akifbank (a state bank) decided to give loans to affected businesses and commercial

: ı :] sıTents with 1 ok per month interest and no payment was required for the first three
* 

" 
-]-> The total duration of the loan was 24 months. The upper limit of the loan was 10 000

--S 6 500 $).Moreover, Vakifbank decreased the amount of annual interest of its
"" *-.,: al loans for affected businesses and commercial establishments.

--: 3cvernorship of lstanbul gave about 6 500 000 YTL (-US 4 300 000 $) to families

:: *: and other victims with businesses, shops and residences. The Governorship

-:: :: cay this aid on January 15,2004. Moreover, 20 000 (-US 13 000 $) YTL was in
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assistance paid as to families of victims. The Governor of lstanbul, Mr. Muammer Guler,
announced that those payments are not loans, but just aid.

The chamber of commerce of |stanbul announced that more than 10o of their members were

affected during the 4 attacks. According to laws of the chamber, it's impossible to give members direct

financial aid. However, the chamber announced that they would try to find a solution such as delaying

debts and loans of affected members to big all salers and banks.

2,4,6. Economlcal Reflections and Stock Exchange
The November 15, 2003 Synagogue attacks occurred on the weekend. The first work

day after the events, the stock exchange of lstanbul (MKB) lost 2,45 % points and

decreased to 15 687. The decrease during the November 20,2003 attacks was 1,167 points,

about 7.5 o/o. On the same day, interests increased dramatically to 30.25 %. Just after those

events, lMKB closed temporarily.

During the second group of attacks, the European stock exchange decreased 0.B3 %,

and New York Dow Jones and Wall Street decreased averagely 0.1 %. The biggest losses

were on shares of traveling, insurance and re-insurance.

The Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey announced on November 2oth that

precautions were applied in order to prevent economic effects of the events. According to a

written explanation from the Central Bank, the Central Bank would provide unlimited liquidity

of money with 28 o/o daily interest, when needed. Moreover, the Central Bank announced that

Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) and Electronic Share Transfer (EST) systems will be kept

open until all operations were completed. On the other hand, they announced that they will

not give permission to speculative actions in ordeı o make profit from unstable situation.
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Chapter 3
Effects of Explosions, and Structural Damage Mechanlsms

3.1. General Considerations About Explosions, [ 7 /
ln general, it is possible to predict the effects of explosions on human bodies and also

structures. However, these predictions might not be reliable. Attacks with explosives is a

technique terrorists have been using and will continue to use. lt is possible to make home-

made explosives from supermarkets. Moreover, an attack via trucks is easy to realize. By

these ways, a big amount of explosives can be transferred from one source to another

without notice. Nevertheless, there are not so many architects and structural engineers who

know about effects of explosions on structures.

Recently, explosions with trucks have become one of the most important design

parameters for buildings. Such trucks are able to carry large amounts of exptosives that may

cause collapse. The safe design points to minimize the effect of an explosion with a stand-off

distance. The stand-off distance is a function of the position of the building and the safety

precautions. (see Figure 3.1 ) The stand-off distance for trucks with explosives is the

distance that safety precautions are realized and the closest point for the truck to the

building. Stand-off distance must be evaluated for some weak points of the building such as

parking areas, storage gates, or control gates where vehicles enter and exit. For this
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Tqffi\'e pressure phase is longer than the positive explosion phase and it has a little

lmırr§{:r:ance for the building construction design (the ratio between two phases is around one
ir'|ıAJ This shock wave is reflected from the earth surface and it goes away from the
,W§Erter of the explosion in a semi-sphere like shape at a supersonic rate. lf this shock
,umııı,e ırıeets with an obstacle in its effective boundaries, the shock wave is reflected and the

$rüMıEı|' piressure İs produced. Acoustic waves have an amplification factor of two after the

ı§İlemıot-ı on the contrary, shock waves can be reflected 13 times greater depending on

,",-1ı]rrğr s;oersonic rates. The projecting parts and corners of the building might cause to break

ffime siıock waves and then the explosion might have less deconstructive effects on the

uııuıılmirç

."he next stage is to produce a vacuum effect. A negative shock wave is produced

&JI-ç:^ıs phase ( Figure 3,2 ).

TlME (msec)

Figure 3, 2. Air-blasl pressure time history

.l strong wind affecting all the building surfaces is realized immediately after the

;iıai*L]* ohase. This artificial wind drags a|ong all the debris caused by the exp|osion (Ihe
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ir'|ıAJ This shock wave is reflected from the earth surface and it goes away from the
,W§Erter of the explosion in a semi-sphere like shape at a supersonic rate. lf this shock
,umııı,e ırıeets with an obstacle in its effective boundaries, the shock wave is reflected and the

$rüMıEı|' piressure İs produced. Acoustic waves have an amplification factor of two after the

ı§İlemıot-ı on the contrary, shock waves can be reflected 13 times greater depending on

,",-1ı]rrğr s;oersonic rates. The projecting parts and corners of the building might cause to break

ffime siıock waves and then the explosion might have less deconstructive effects on the

uııuıılmirç

."he next stage is to produce a vacuum effect. A negative shock wave is produced

&JI-ç:^ıs phase ( Figure 3,2 ).
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eye witnesses in Beyoglu Balik Pazari-Fish Market in Beyoglu- have declared feeling a cool

wind during the explosion at the British Embassy),

An explosion in an open space makes a big crater on the earth surface and forms a

shock wave trembling for a short moment with high intensity. This effect is a recordable one

like an earthquake (Kandilli Earthquake Observation Center had recorded very little tremors

due to explosions on the 20th of November 2003).

The maximum pressure produced during the explosion depends on explosive amounts

and how far the epicenter was ( Figure 3.3 ).
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Figure 3, 3. Pressııre clecay \Nilh dislance

The Parameters that effect the magnitude of the explosion

below;

Exp|osive material used

.!. The explosive and detonator types

{. The amount and the quality of the explosive material

* Location of the explosive material

Distance to the explosion

are given
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i. Maximum pressure of the shock waves

l pressure of the blast waves

n The velocity of the shock wave and the first reaching time to the target

,ı general, the explosion power is described in TNT equivalent, no matter what the explosive

:vpe is.

All explosive materiais are chemical compounds or mixtures, they give high pressure

;as products when they explode and rise up the ambient temperature instantly, O, N, and Cl

are the most impoılant elements to form an explosive material. The Oxygen value of the

explosives must be positive, the negative value means that the combustion continues. The

lestruction power of the explosives depends on the following factors;

.l. Filling Density (1 ) tkg/L]

* Energy Released [kcal/kg "C]

* Detonation Rate(2) [m/s]

lf an explosive material has the largest values for the three factors mentioned above,

then the destruction power will be the highest.

Detonation heat can be calculated by using decomposition reaction equations.

fetonation rate or explosion rate in general is the main propeıty of the explosive materials

and defined as m/s or km/s, it also defines the diffusion/propagation rate of the explosıon.

]etonation rate depends on the filling density. The highest filling density gives a fixed density

value.

This rule is valid for the expiosive compounds in crystal|ine forms only, and is not

applicable to the explosive mixtures made by ammonium nitrate and colloidal additives. The

specific heat values of the gases over 3500 oC can be caiculated approximately, therefore

some calculation errors must be taken into consideration when calculating the detonation

temperature, as there will be an increase in the ambient temperature. lt is also difficult to

know the exact reaction mechanisms of the molecular decomposition occurring at these very

high temperatures.

As a result, either the detonation temperature or the detonation heat or the volume of

the gases produced by the explosion do not have fixed values. An explosion event is related

ıvith the density of the explosive material, the detonation intensity and the ambient

resistance. lf one of these defining factors changes, then the explosion characteristic values

mentioned abovewill change as well t3], t4]and [5].

Filliııg Deıısiılı: the ııeight ofan explosiı,e material compre.ısed in a ] liter cell by pressing or ıııelting

Propagcrtion Ral.e.
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The decomPosition degree of the explosive material increases when the temperature of
the exPlosive material is decreased, up to a certain value by excessive heating. The less
particle size means the greater explosion effect.

Confining of the explosive material also plays a big role on the explosion effects. By
keePing the filling density high causes the greater gas pressure due to very dense gas
Products Produced at the verY beginning of the detonation. lncreasing the pressure makes an
increase in the temperature and the explosion reaction becomes faster.

The hYdrodYnamic theory of the explosion is defined with the mass balance, energy
balance and momentum balance equations. The unknown parameters like pressure, density,
temPerature, and detonation temperature and gas products rate can be calculated by forming
five equations with the five Parameters by using these balance equations and state equations
of the gas products as well as shock wave equations.

A maximum pressure and a maximum density takes place at first by the detonation of
the exP|osive material and then with the beginning of the chemical reaction. The gas
Products formed by explosion put an effect to the unexploded materials very fast. As every
single molecule of the explosive material starts to a thermal reaction at a certain initial
temPerature value, the reaction time of these molecules depends on the temperature. The
reaction is completed in 10-5 seconds on average, but at high temperatures 75 % of the
reaction might be completed in 10-11 seconds.

The hYdrodYnamic explosive characteristics of Ammonium Nitrate are as follows;

CEDM, lstanbul Technical University, Turkey
FEMA, Homeland Security, USA
USAlD US Agency , lnternational Deve|opment

n chemicalformula

{. Molecular weight

n Nitrogen content

Oxygen value

Density

Temperature

Pressure

Detonation rate

D isaste r M a n agem ent Perspective of
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....

*

: NH+NOg

: B0 [g/mol]
,.%35

: + ,19.98B 
[g Oxygen / 100g AN]

: 1 [g/cm3]

: ,1350 
["C]

,. 2.5 |kglcmz]

: 3 400 [m/s]

lf Ammonium Nitrate (AN) compound is detonated with a high explosive material this
maY give a huge blast. lf a loose form of AN is detonated with a low explosive material the
destruction power may not be very high as expected. The high density of AN obtained by
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confinement (in closed containers), by melting or by grinding can be detonated with a high

explosive primer and in this case very high destructive power can be obtained.

NH4NO3 -----*---------| 2A2O + Nz + Y, Oz + Q [kcal]

The metal parts of the vehicles around can be destructed and deformed at high rateby

the mechanical effect of the explosion. This type of explosion has a fatal effect on human

bodies and causes breaks, injuries and ruptures in vital organs even causing deaths.

Ammonium Njtrate (NH4NO) js not used alone as an explosive but in mixtures. The

most common types are; ANFo (Ammonium Nitrate + Fuel oil) and AMATOL / ALDORF|T

(Ammonium Nitrate + Tri Nitro Toluene) mixtures. The detonation rate of these mixtures are

at about 2000 - 5000 [m/s] values.

21 NHaNOs+2CzHs(NOz)e 47 NzO + 24 Nz +14 COz + Q [kcal]

Ammonium Nitrate (NH4Nod is also known and used as a fertilizer material, in this

case the Nitrogen content of AN is between 26% and 33%. As it is a very hygroscoplc

materia|, it needs to be mixed with some additives (Calcium Carbonate CaCOs, Magnesium

Carbonate MgCog or their natural mixture catled Dolomite) sold commerciallY, and it is

named as composite fertilizer. However Ammonium Nitrate sold as fertilizer can not be used

as an explosive material, Explosive properties can be gained to this commercial material

firstly by grinding it and then by mixing its powder with hydrocarbons (fuel oil, kerosene,

mineral oils, etc) at appropriate stociometric ratios,

Ammonium Nitrate produced as either fertilizer or explosive grade must be mixed with

some hydrocarbon additives in certain stociometric ratios and this mixture must be Placed in

a closed container having high pressure resistance (steel container etc) to make confinement

properly then its detonation must be realized by using an appropriate primer explosive

material (TNT or hand grenades etc) to produce high destruction effects. preparing an

explosive in this way might put the detonation rate up to 6000 [m/s].

The effect geometry of explosions changes according to the general geometry of the

environment. What,s more, this effect also depends on the size and shaPe of the

environment. This type of interaction can be Seen on Figure 3.4
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Figure 3, 4, Effect geometrie,ş of an explosion a) C|.osed.Space, b) Opeıı Spcıce

3,2, Structural Damage Mechanisms of Explosives, [ 12 ]
Simultaneousiy with recent experiments, it can be said that, some parts of a building

may be affected during any explosion and the other parts may not. For instance, two

columns situated at the same distance to the center of blast might be affected differently.

One of them may not collapse or sustain damage. The situation is almost the same for

causalities and injurıes. Even though the affect of the blast on a person depends on if the

person is sitting or not, or the distance of her/him to the center of blast neveıtheless,

according to the position of the person and the magnitude of the blast, the result might

change. lt is practically impossible to exactly predict the result.

Although there are uncertainties, the damage wiil occur on the building, causalities, and

injuries can be approximately predicted depending on magnitude of the explosion distance

to the building, and status of the building. There are two types of damage considerations

depending on the shock of the blast,, (1) Damage that occur by the way of direct shock wave,

and (2) damage that occur during the progressive failure and col|apse.

The reason of the damage that occurs via direct shock wave is because of the high air

pressure. That pressure might be lead to collapse on outside walls, breaking at windows,

damages on columns, etc. The progressive failure and collapse that occurs just after ihe

shock, might lead to partial or total collapse of the whole building.

Actually, the loads that effect on the side of the building are larger than the considered

design load level for a building. Furthermore, the direction of the blast loads is not the same
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3,2, Structural Damage Mechanisms of Explosives, [ 12 ]
Simultaneousiy with recent experiments, it can be said that, some parts of a building

may be affected during any explosion and the other parts may not. For instance, two

columns situated at the same distance to the center of blast might be affected differently.

One of them may not collapse or sustain damage. The situation is almost the same for

causalities and injurıes. Even though the affect of the blast on a person depends on if the

person is sitting or not, or the distance of her/him to the center of blast neveıtheless,

according to the position of the person and the magnitude of the blast, the result might

change. lt is practically impossible to exactly predict the result.

Although there are uncertainties, the damage wiil occur on the building, causalities, and

injuries can be approximately predicted depending on magnitude of the explosion distance

to the building, and status of the building. There are two types of damage considerations

depending on the shock of the blast,, (1) Damage that occur by the way of direct shock wave,

and (2) damage that occur during the progressive failure and col|apse.

The reason of the damage that occurs via direct shock wave is because of the high air

pressure. That pressure might be lead to collapse on outside walls, breaking at windows,

damages on columns, etc. The progressive failure and collapse that occurs just after ihe

shock, might lead to partial or total collapse of the whole building.

Actually, the loads that effect on the side of the building are larger than the considered

design load level for a building. Furthermore, the direction of the blast loads is not the same
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a Damage to nonstructural elements (l.e. infill panels, windows, etc. )
* Displacement of computers, and other tools with explosion

Much more catastrophic damage might occur if the bomb is installed in a strategic point

of th€j building such as the axially loaded main structural elements.

Blasts have many different and extraordinary effects when compared to wind and

earthquake loadings such as;

The local pressure and force at the building is much more than other

disasters,

The pressure decreases dramatically when the distance increases

l. The total duration of the event is less then one of thousandth of a
Second

3.3. Correlation Between Damage and Casualties
There are many types of damage that lead to casualties. Building collapses during the

event, many debris particles in flight, and also glass pieces. lt has been seen that many

buildings may sustain total collapse during the event too. According to recent experiments

and observations, the most number of casualties occurs at collapsed buildings. B0 percent

of Alfred F. Murray Building victims died because of the collapsed structure. Most of surviving

victims managed to be alive via little volumes between slabs.

Hundreds of people died during the 199B Nairobi US Consulate attack, because of the

col|apse of the neighboring Uffundi Building. Many injuries and casualties at other buildings

were because of debris and pieces of g|asses. Furthermore, nonstructura| affects of the blast

may cause injuries (see Figure 3.6). During the Nairobi attack, the Consul General had eye

injuries due to flying pieces of glasses.
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Damage, injuries, and casualties depending on the stand off distance are given in

Table 3.1 .

C|ose(25m)

Normal (25-50m)

Far ( 50 - 250 m, effect area

upto500m)

Figure 3. 6, Photograph shoıı,iııg non-structıüral damage in building impacled by blasl

Table 3.1._ Correlation Between Stand-off Distance and Damages, lnjuries, and Casualties

Death with the shock of blast

and smashing
Partially or Total Collapse

Outside wall collapse
Head injuries and

concussions

lnjuries Bodily

Breaking glass, debris,

dropping e|ectrical lines ,and

tools
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Chapt er 4
Role and Efficient Use of Media

The media had tremendous interest in the events and their details, as the terror
attacks were easily carried out in lstanbul, the largest city in Turkey, were aimed at

international targets in four separate attacks in twin incidents and many citizens lost their
|ives. This interest, as in every part of the wor|d and every disaster, resulted in undesired
outcomes for the November '15 and 20 events.

ln essence, mass media must be

considered a part of the post-incident

developments iike other teams such as search

and rescue, medical aid etc. and must not be ,

left uninformed of kept outside the

developments. Media whose job is to reflect

events does certainly fulfill its duty anyway.

lnforming concerned citizens continuously and

making them know that the authorities are in

control of the events is helpful. Unless

authorities give necessary information to public,

similar information is released from

unauthorized circles.

ln this report before mentioning the polemic between media and Turkish authorities
after the terrorist attacks in November 'l5 and 20,2003 and the role of media in the said
events, it will be touched upon how to ideally direct media and media members, and quality

of information and the way it is given. Further information can be obtained from the
publications of the lstanbul Technical University Disaster Management Center.

4,1. Disaster Management Public information officers [15]

Disaster Management Public information officers are considered to strive for

informing the public in case of a disaster, in a most proper way. The efforts of informing

public are of vital importance in all disaster management functions. Public information

officers must have all necessary knowiedge about media relations, spreading information,
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of informing people and such that the

The information given by Disaster Management Public information officer must train,
warn and activate people, influence human behavior, creatc a positive image about state and
institutions involved in events. One must not forget that the information given to public must
aim at saving lives, protecting property and minimizing negative effects of events to the
environment. To these ends, during a disaster, the Public information officer must give the
most up-to-date information to public via media about the disaster, activities carried out by
institutions which are created for intervention and rehabilitation and the warnings with regard
to emergency issues, shelter, food, water and evacuation,

4.'t.1. Qua!ifications Necessary for Disaster Management Public lnformation
Officers

Disaster Management Public information officers must have qualifications in seven
fundamental areas. Some of these qualifications are the same as those necessary for any
public information officer while others are special to Disaster Management Public information

officers alone [29 ].

I. Qualifications in Relations with Society

* They must know about the layers of the society and people

operating in it, and be informed of their areas of interest and

values.

* They must communicate with people from each and every class
and layer of the society.

* They must have necessary and adequate information about the

institutions in the society, which are created for common

interests.

n They must be able to direct the public intervention in

administration.

ll. Qualifications in Relations with Media

They must have good working relations with media members.

They must reach a certain level in their job to understand and

direct media's needs and operations.

They must pay attention to time limits from media's viewpoint.
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keep communication channels with media.l. They must aiways

open.

lll. They must have good writing capability and must have good command of
grammatical rules.

They must be able to speak before the public; they must have persuasive

abilities and piacticat inteltigence.

They must have high qualifications in audio-visual presentations and must
use presentation devices effici ently.

Vl. lnformation and Qualifications to be developed for Emergency Management

Public information officers must know their role very well in the

Emergency Management Center.

They must be knowledgeable about Emergency Planning.

They must have the ability to collect adequate aid.

vll. versatile Abilities

n They must be conscious about costs.

* They must be able to comprehend and grasp conditions swiftly.

4.2. Recommendations for Relations with Media

Disaster Management Public information officers have responsibi|ity to society, state and the

state institutions. Their first and foremost responsibility is the one toward media because without

media, the concept of "public information officer" gets meaningless. At this point, state institutions

have to meet the needs of media. A Public information officer must give media members the

necessary information about how near they can approach to a site where an event takes place. They

must give detailed explanation of the event to media members, communicate a repoı( about what is

happening and where satellite vans can be parked and inform media of where is the nearest point of

delivering food, phone facilities, encampment and filling station. Here, the responsibility which falls

upon media is quite heavy. Media must publish/broadcast news about events so as to decrease panic,

prepare the public for action and warn about possibly upcoming difficulties. Media must not

publish/broadcast news about events which hits the image of the state and causes popular reaction

against state.

lV.

V.
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4.3. Ban on Publication/Broadcast and State Security Courts (SSQ('

lstanbul SdC Otrice of the Chief Prosecutor applied to the lstanbul State Security
Court with a letter dated 1'1. 18.2003 ref. no.2OO3\23O7 to ban the publications and
broadcast about the explosions near a synagogue in Beyoglu and Sisti, five days after the
incident. Stating that mass media violates Article 30 of Press Code during the preparatory

inspection, SSC Office of the Chief Prosecutor formally requested to prohibit publications and

broadcast to ensure the safety of preparatory inspection in accordance with Article 28 of
Turkish Constitution and Article 1 of Appendix to the Press Code. [17]

Considering this request "legal and apt" lstanbul 1st State security Court decided on
"prohibition of publication and broadcast". According to Court's justification of its decision, "in

accordance with the Article 28 of Turkish Constitution and Article 1 of Appendix to Code
5680, mass media has been prohibited to publish/broadcast news, which is to vio|ate the

safety of preparatory inspection being carried out to illumjnate the afore-mentioned events".

This decision was announced to newspapers, journals, Televisions and radios. This was the

first decision made with regard to the blasts,

ln November 20, 2003, after the bombing of the HSBC Bank in the Levent District,

and British Consulate in the Beyoglu District, the second "ban on publication and broadcast"

was declared. After these explosions, lstanbul SSC Office of Chief Prosecutor decided on
"ban on publication and broadcast" with its letter ref. no. 2OO3t142o dated November 20.

2003.

lstanbul SSC Office of Chief Prosecutor decided that "... with regard to the recent

incidents, taking pictures of the inspection which might be considered as impeding the

determination of the perpetrators and proofs, as welI as the safety of the initial inspection, in

accordance with the Article 28 of Turkish Constitution, Article 1 of Appendix to Press Code
and Article 30 of the same Code, publication and broadcast of events have been prohibited".

This decision was announced the same day at '14:30 to Televisions, radios and newspapers

Reviewing the decision of SSC Office of Chief Prosecutor submitted for approval,

lstanbui 1st SSC decided on the approval of the decision of the Office of Chief Prosecutor
with amendments, in November 11,2003 ref. no: Misce||aneous 20031716 and Preparation

200312334, According to the justification of the decision and in accordance with the reievant

articles of the Turkish Constitution and Press Code and its Appendix, decided that with

regard to the blasts which happened in Beyoglu and Levent Districts due to the negative

(') State Security Courts are closed aııd traıısforııed into another court type for European Union laws, oı-ı

September 2004.
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influence of publications/broadcast over the safety of the initial inspection of afore-mentioned

events and on the determination of perpetrators and the proofs, the decision on the

prohibition of publications/broadcast about these events has been approved in such a

way..." on the condition that this decision can be objected. Hence tstanbul 7"ı SSC

disqualified the justifications in the decision of the Office of Chief Prosecutor about taking

"the pictures of p/aces in which the incidents fook place" showing the ongoing endeavors and

announcing authorities statements and assessments.

4.4, Media-Po|ice Polemic [78l

Celalettin Cerrah, Chief of Police Department of City of lstanbuI, during the funeral of

two policemen who were martyred in the attacks on November 20, held the media

responsible for killing of 27 people in the attacks and made the statement below;

"If there had been no irresponsibility, now olır mqrtyr,\ v,ould not haı,e

been laid to rest here. They would not lıave been nıarlyred. Our 27 citizens

would not have died. However, those irresponsible publications/broadcast in

the name offi,ee media haye resulted in killing of 27 citizens. We lıave to catch

them. We have to find their track. We v,ould not have lıeld.funeral cereınonies

for our ınlro,rs. For this reason, there nı.ı,ıst certaiııly be,şonıe amendments in

Press Code Mr. Priıne Minister".

After this statement, the media-po|ice reiations became tense before the public.

lmmediately after Cerrah's statement, Chairman of the Press Council Oktay Eksi defended

media and media-police rift became even more apparent.

"Mr. Cerrah is coffised with his position. A demand by a Chief of
Police Department to restrict ınedia to fı,ılfill its duty reflects that first he

neither loıoıı,s his position nor is aıuare of his liıııits. Fıırtherınore, such (t

statement cqnnol be heard fi"onı a Chief of Police Departıııent whcı has a sense

of responsibility because Mr. Cerrah, wlıile saying that "we determined the

perpetrators (tnd their extensions. However, we could not catch theııı becaııse

nıedia revealed them andfor this reason the second terrorist attack took place"

forgets that if lıe v,ere correcl, the perpetrcütors of secznd incident woııld have

renounced the strike, being afı,aicl of getling caught when lhey ıuere

deciphered. As caıı be seen, what he said has ııothing to do yıith logic,

Moreover, instead of laying blanıe oıı nıedia alıout giving people inJbrıııation,

if he had searched for an Qnswer to the qı.ıestion cıf how he coı,ld give

continuous and safe information to ınecJia, set up a working mechanisın and
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gained the trust o/ ınedia, nothing lıe complaiııed aboıüt would have coıne lrı,ıe.

Those ıuho shoı,çed Anıeri,ca as an exanıple, /irst l.earn how nıeclia-slare

relations v,ork in such Ll wcıv in America.

Thirdly, if it is possible to hold ınedia respoıısible.frır the killing of
27 PeoPle, Celalettin Cerrah ı,uho did not carry oı.ıt iııtelligence )cfivi11es

adequately and could nor prevenl events be/'ore lhey happened, is the /irst
person vıho ıııı,ısl Lıe held responsible.

Mr. Cerrah nıııst peı'forın his duty cr_ırrectly. Inter/bring ıuitlı nıeclicı

exceetls his limils. "

4,5. Declaration of Media

ln November 29,2003, Oktay Eksi made a statement to public. According to it, top
figures in media by preparing a common text, expressed that they were searching for an
answer to the question of how media can turn massive terrorist attacks which target our
country and news inevitably emanating from them, into a better service. t19], t2O]. The text of
announcement and declaration is as follows.

"Announceınenl to the Public, Novenılıer 29, 2003'-'

We, jotu,nalists and ınembers of Higher Bocırd of Press Council,are

{. Not surrendering our fı,eedom,

* Iırot serving tlıe goals of terror circles,

{. Longing for an qnswer to the question of how u,e can maintain the

understanding of publication and broadcast which inforın public /utllı
and truly, iıı the .face of massive terrcır evenls which had ccıusecl ınore

than 50 people to die and 700 to be injured, announce thqt we have

reached a common opi,ni,on on following points.

Resrıonsibilities of Mass Media

The undersigned ınedia organs and joı,ırnalists agreed

L Not to publish/broadcast the ideas of terrorist organizations ıuith regard to lhe crimes

they commit which may be considered as propaganda a,nd hence serve their goals,
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6.

2. To avoid using expressions ı,vhich may link terrorist orşla.nizations with some parts of
the society, and to use the name o/' the organizations if laıown and informati.on about

their goals, charcıcteristic and history at a minimum level,

_]. To avoid using such expressions as "guerilla, militant" which may justifu and raise

terrorists,

4. To giı,e public information as clearly as possible about the source of news with regard

to tlİe incidents whose social dimensions are considerable and which qre about loss of
lives and alike.

5. To avoid publishing/broadcasting photographs, pictures and news which may cause

tı,aumatic effect in public opinion and violate ihe civil rights of the victims and their

relalives, and hurt public consciousness,

To warn the audience, at the /iı,st moment ı,vheıı the seqlıence of the broadcast allovıs,

about soon-to-be-displayed pictures which carry elements of violence or reflect resı,ılts

of violence but have to be displayed because o/ their quality as news,

To reflect mqximum sensitivity and endeavcır to .folloıı, events v,hose ,çocial dimensions

carry great i.mportaııce, wi.tlı experienced mediq teams.

Our Request.from State Institııtions and Authorities

Media organs and journalists, having signed this declaration, request

state institutions and authorities to

Pr ovide swift, order ly and c ont i nuous information.fl oıv s,

Pay attention to ınake statements immediately after an event tcıkes place whose social

diınensions are great, taking into consideration the public need to reach information

faster.

Take gı,eat care lo provide Press Center-like units operate safely which give press

workers opportunity to accoınplislı theiı, tasks especicılly dı,ıring times of crises.

Operate such units created to illuminate public opinion via ınedia not to "iııde

information" but to "infornı public opinion as widely as pc,ıssible".

Legal Problenıs

We, ınedia organs and .jcııırnalists, having signed this declqration,

enıphasize thal Istanbul SSC's decision witlı regard lo ban put on

publication/broadccüst along witlı lhe decision of Of/ice of Chief Prosecı,ıtor

8.

9.

I0.

11.
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and that o,/'S.SC viola.te Article 2B ğ'Tıırkish Con,gtitı.ılion, Article 3() of Press
(|ode and Article I rıf Appendi,x to tlıe Press Code cınd lhal ban oıı

pulılication/broadcasl put by Staıe Mini.ster Besir Aıalay, responsilıle Jiır pı,ess,

also violates Arlicle 25 of Turkish Corısti,tutioıı, We underscrıre that yı,e are

resolııte in the struggle agaiııst these baııs v,hiclı ıınrJernıine laıus cıncl

deınocracy, and especially call on, goverrunent lo acl ünore sensitivelv lo

coıııınıınication /İ'eedonı and in cıccordarıce yviülı layvs. Orıe slıoılld not forget
that it is coınpatible yç'ith laws in a denıocratic srıcielıı lrı pı,ıt bcın oıı ban, ııtıt tıı

ruı hun on medİu.

In s r i t ut i on a l C' o o p e r a t i o ıı aııı on g Mas s LI e d i a

Media organs cınd individııal jcıurnalist,s, having sigııed tlıis

declarcıticın, laking into conşiderali.on the probleıııs fcıced iı,ı tlıe prcıcess v,lıich

started ıuith cıttacks lo synagü.)gı,ües on lıIcıı,eınl-ıer ] 5 aııd 2(), 20()3, lıas recıched

a common opiııion in

parlicipating accı,ımulation oJ Press Couııcil in legal issues abour deıııaııds anc|

restrictions enıanating fı,oın authorities ı,yith regard to pııblication/lırocıdcasl during

tinıes of crises whose social dinıensioııs are coıısiderable,

iıı siınilaı, crisis-like sitı,ıations, endeavoring to .fornı Q, conımaııd stand by briııginz

together oııtlıorized top,figto,es oJ'nıedi,a behind lhe lecıderslıip of the Pres,ç Council,

lakiııg into consideralion oJ assessilzenr and decision to be ınade by Press C'rıtuıcil iı.ı

accordance y,ith its establishedrules and to be discııssed as "urgent probleıns" iıı cas,e

of conıplaints or accııstütions against individual , speci,fic media organs or ıııedia a,s a

all, as defined in "Respoıısibilities of Ma,ıs Media".

l.

)

3.
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Chapter 5
Post-Disaster Work Continuity: HSBC and Warner Bros.

case studies

The most important lesson that companies learned from the November attacks is

HSBC's success to continue with on-line operations without any data loss, carry staff to

another building according to plan, evacuate the building without any panic. The first aim of

terrorists is to affect the working process of target organization, and affect information

infrastructure, personnel, and a|so clients; thus, increase the effects of their attacks. The best

reflective response during an attack is to be able to keep working uninterrupted after the

attack.

ln this report, there are some suggestions not only for large companies, but also for

small businesses. Those suggestions are about continuing work, saving personne| and

property during an attack. HSBC from Turkey and Warner Bros. Studios from US were used

as case studies to show that these companies succeeded against disasters by the way of

their preparedness and mitigation strategies.
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5.1. Basics of Preparedness for Companles and lndustrial Facilities

Basically, preparedness of a company or an industrial facility can be summarized with

four main steps. [ 21 ].ihose steps can be found at following sections.

5.1.1. Constituting a Plannlng Team

At the beginning, const|tuting a planning team is beneficial due to many reasons. This

type of formation encourages participants and increases their productivity.

Generally, planning teams will have a structure with a core team who will shoulder big

part of tasks, and secondary support teams.

Firstly, a disaster management structure and management scheme should be

constituted, duties should be defined, and budget and schedule shou|d be formed.

An organization chart for institutional companies is given al Figure 5,1.
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5.1.2. Analysis of Sources and Probable Disasters

Analysis of sources and probable disasters is one of the most important parts of risk
management. Steps of that analysis are given below.

* Reviewinq current plans and policies

lf any, Evacuation plan, Fire Safety Plan, Safety and First Aid Plan, Environmental

Policies, Safety Procedures, lnsurance Program, Financial Policies, Human Resources,
Hazardous Materials, Risk Management Policy, and Mutual Agreements should be reviewed

and updated.

* contactinq Related Establishments

Collaboration possibilities with Governorship, Municipality, Fire Department, Medical

Facilities, EOC, Universities, and NGO's should be evaluated.

* lncreasinq the knowledqe About Leqal Requlations

Legal regulations, laws and instructions (i e. fire instructions, earflhquake code etc.)

should be evaluated with the aspect of effects of them to the bank, company or

establishment.

ü Determininq vulnerabilities

lf any, process should be reviewed and critical and strategic products and their

process should be defined. Moreover, product stocks should be evaluated and increased

when ııeeded. Lifeline systems, equipment and also personnel must be saved during a

disaster. Lack of one of those components is enough to interrupt all process.

* Capacity Definition

Capacities of the equipment, personnel, management level, and backup systems

must be defined. lt must be defined that;

./ what type of work can be done by whom and by which equipment(s)?
,/ How much the capacity could be increased in any unexpected case?

* Mutual Aqreements and possibilitv to Take Exterior support

Exterior supports are usually needed. For this purpose, possibilities of making

agreements and regulations with official establishments, and other private companies should

be evaluated.
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* Reviewinq the lnsurance structure

lnsurance policy must be reviewed according to possible disasters. Probably, the

biggest disaster for a company would be if the type of disaster and damage is out of

coverage of the insurance.

5.1.3. Planning

a) Executive Summary

Content of executive summary should include ;
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Goal of the plan

Disaster management poticy

Duties of key personnel

possible disasters

The place that management actions will be carried out

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

b) Defining the Components of Disaster Management and Planning

'Componenfs of Dlsasfer' Management means key facilities and operations during a

disaster. Those components can be listed as ;

command chain

communication

Life safety

Public relationships

Recovery

Logistics

There are two vita| questions that necessary to know answers for participating

personnel 1, What is my responsibility? ,2. Where should l go?

c) Defining Response Procedures

lt must be defined some important procedures like responsibilities and priorities of

response teams, status and backup of unfinished works- Some additional oPeration

procedures must be defined if the disaster is a disaster like November attacks, any other

bombing attacks or urgent response demanded disasters. Those additiona| operation

procedures are given below;

*
*

i
*
*



Awareness of personnel and clients

Providing a clear communication

Starting the evacuation procedure urgently

Managing response activities

Operations against quick fires

Stopping allworks

Saving impoıiant records ( such as bank account

information ot HSBC)

d) Supplemenlary Documents

Some supplementary documents such as map, phone number list, source list etc

should be added at the end of the plan.

e) Writing the Plan

Some steps must be done in order to make the plan a written document. Moreover,

first of all for those steps, a working schedule must be defined. Those steps are given below;
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{.

*
i.

*
n
*

First draft

Review

second draft

Table top exercises

Finaldraft

Press

Distribution

f) Defining ihe training schedule

Details of this part are explained at 5.1.4.

g) Coordination and External Supporfs

Defining mutual supports physically is more important than preparing and signing

them. Mutual agreements must answer some questions such as;

Which gate shall external support teams use?

Which division shall they work together with?
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How will they be recognized?

Who would be the key person for communication?

h) Collaboration Possibilitieswith Officials

Official support possibilities should be written to plan. Names, phone numbers,

content of possible official supports and conditions should be defined and explained in the

report.

i| Final Reviuw

Various briefings should be given to executives, and officials and their comments

must be written and taken into account.

j) Distribution of the Plan

ln order to guarantee that people follow their responsibilities, plans should be given to

them with their signatures. The plan is also like an internal notification, On the other hand,

one important point is that the plan will be distributed to whom or where. Suggestions are

given below;

Executive managers

Key personnel for disasfer management operations

lmpoıtant centers of the company

OfficialEOC's

Moreover, one more copy should be given to key personnel for their homes. All

personnel, even the personnel that wi|l not take part the plan, should be informed about the

plan and trainings.

5,1.4. Applying the Plan

There are many necessary and regular actions to make the plan succesful.

a) Adding the plan to activities of the company

For making the plan a part of overall working culture and system of the company, the

conscious of personnel should be kept awake with awareness programs. lnternal training

programs should be carried out regularly, and the attendance of company executives should

be encouraged.

*

*
*
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b) Trainings

All personnel should attend regular trainings.

and finally, full scale exercises should be conducted.
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Equipments, duties, tabletop exercises,

c) Developing and updating the plan

The plan must be reviewed at least one time in a year, and necessary modifications

should be made.

5,2. Basics of Risk Management for Smaller Businesses

Risk management is easier for smaller businesses. lt is possible to reduce losses by

the way of just small actions and precautions. Even though they were not direct targets of

attacks, problems that smaller businesses faced during the November attacks are known.

ln this part of the report, some little but effective strategies and actions are

summarized for smaller businesses. [ 22 ].

First of a|l, priorities must be defined. What must be protected; clients, personnel,

records, drawings, commercial papers, or equipments? Moreover, the evacuation procedure

is vital. Suggestions about those questions are iisted below;

a) Evacuation Plan

Evacuation is a mass action. Successful evacuation of individuals is not necessarily a

success. The successful evacuation involves enabling evacuation for all clients and

personnelwithout anyone missing. For a successful evacuation, everybody must know his or

her responsibi|ities, and they must be informed about others.

For a start, an evacuation alarm, even a shot, can be used. persons who heard that

alarm should move consciously and quickly. Responsible people should do some urgent

actions such as;

Turning of life lines,

Waiting at exits in order to show correct way out to

people,

Following and recording number of evacuated individuals,

{.
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Calling related centers (i,e. 112:Medical Emergency, 15 :

Police etc.)

Establishing temporary she/fers (if necessary),

Waiting at entrance of street in order to show responders

the way,

However, evacuation might be dangerous in some cases such as flood, and storm.

b) Personnel List

The personnel list shou|d contain important information about each personnel such as

home addresses, phone numbers, contact person for an emergency, and blood group.

Moreover, health status and existence of important illnesses (lf any), phone numbers of

school of their children school and baby-sitters information should be added if necessary.

c) Records, Drawings, Account Papers, Computers etc.

Papers, information, and all type of important records should be marked with stickers

that show the priority of that type of information. What's more, back-up of that type of

information must be made.

d) Simple Floor Drawings

A simple storey layout drawing should be prepared that shows;

* Exits,

* Working fields,

* Main electricity switches,

l. Water mains,

Other sysfems that must be turned,down,

Locations of toxic or combustible materials,

ather information for helping responders

e) Back-Up

Back up procedure should be done carefully. For instance, if another financial

company records and holds financial records of the company, that establishment also should

make back-up's of those records.

.!.

n

*

i
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f) Training and Applications for Risk Disaster Management
The Plan should be reviewed regularly, by holding meetings with personnel.

Comments and conclusions of meetings should be recorded and evaluated. Steps for real
scale training might include;

Prediction for a future disasie4

Evacuation call (alarm),

Saving papers, records and personnel,

Guarding area against thefts, and unidentifiecl people,

Calling related emergency call centers such as 110, 112,

or 1 55,

Using alternative responsibility plan for any case of
injuries or death of one of key personnel or the manager.
Providing a safety area for evacuated people,

{. Waiting at gates and controlling entrances,

* Counting all personnel,

l Conducting first aid by personnel,

{. Reviewing recovery actions and stariing to work,

5.3. The Disaster Strategy for lnformation Technologies

The main point of "The Disaster Strategy for lnformation Technologies" is creating
back up's in different places. By that way, all system can be work properly even one of those
back up centers completely damaged. For instance, a holding that has a center in lstanbul
and a branch in Konya can continue to work even the center collapsed or seriously affected
by a big disaster. Some international companies apply this strategy for different countries. ln

that case, the risk will be eliminated even for a national disaster.

Many companies do back up's of their record. However, the biggest mistake is that

they put those records in a same system room. Of course, establishing different back up
places İn different geographical areas might exceed capabilities of some companies.
However, it's necessary to keep back up records in a different and a safe location.

Some lT (lnformation Technologies) firms that work on infrastructure solutions try to

learn and create micro models of back up systems and strategıes of banks, Recovered
November attacks, HSBC, and other banks don't share their strategies and the structure of

*

*
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back up system to protect themselves. However, other more small companies should define

a back up strategy and apply it, by learning lessons from these attacks.

The other important part of the strategy is web pages. Making back up procedure

should be expanded to web pages, especially for companies that do their operations on the

internet. Those companies should create back up records in a place out of their web server.

Web servers should be saved not only against hackers, but also natural or manmade

disasters. / 70l.

5.4. Risk Management and Cost _ Benefit Relationship

Many companies and industries have to interrupt their work for hours even days,

because of natural or manmade disasters. Economic losses accumulate not only during total

interrupted duration, but also as they lose their marketing potential and ratio. Disasters cost

businesses and generally that cost is large. Equipment losses and other losses should be

reimbursed by insurance; however, marketing losses can not be reimbursed. The important

point for such businesses is defining a relationship between possible losses after a disaster,

and required funds to spend on risk management.

A risk management plan has some additional indirect benefits including;

Saving lives,

Saving equipment and prope,rty,

Saving supplementary facil ities,

Minimizing damage on very impoıtant equipments and

facilities,

Discount on insurance premiums,

Actually, some approaches may reduce necessary investment amount for rısk

management such as;

Se/ecf less vulnerable facility or equipment type, ( Ex

Choosing eaıthquake resistant building type )

Following standard codes that prepared for disasters

( Ex : Earthquake and fire codes )

*
{.

*

*

*
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structural damages by the way of

Fixing lighting sysfems, shelves, and
* Obstructing non

precautions ( EX

computerS )

Taking preventive measures for entering of wind and flood

waters ( Ex : lnserting wind panels)

* Elevating or moving critical facilities ( Ex

electricity generator on a higher place )

lnserting

* Avoiding disaster vulnerable areas ( Ex : Avoiding flood

beds and fault systems )

{. Strengthening life line systems ( Ex

lines under suıface)

lnserting electricity

5.5. Warner Bros. Studios Case Study [23l

Warner Bros. Studios, a Time Warner Enteılainment Company, has been entertaining

the world for over 75 years, with many classic films, contemporary award-winning and box

office hits, and current TV series.

The company is located on 11O acres in Burbank, California; where 5,0O0 to 10,000

people work on any given day. Warner Bros, Studios has been active in preventing costly

natural hazard damages through preparedness and mitigation measures. During earthquake

and severe weather hazards over the last ten years, the Burbank area has exPerienced

many small and a number of moderate earthquakes. Two of the most notable were the 19B7

Whittier Narrows earthquake, measuring 5.9 on the Richter Scale, and the 1994 Northridge

earthquake, measuring 6 B These earthquakes made Warner Bros. Studios especially

cognizant of the potential for earthquake damage that could cause serious business

interruption. ln addition, Warner Bros. Studios Burbank facility is adjacent to the Los Angeles

River. ln the event of severe rain storms, surface ground water is prone to accumulate and

overflow the areas usualty sufficient drainage system. Each El Nifro season, aPProximatelY

every eight years, Warner Bros. Studios is at an increased risk of ground water flooding,

ln recognition of the severe impact a natural hazard could have on its business

operations, Warner Bros. Studios established an Office of Emergency Services in 1987. Over

*
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the years, Warner Bros. Studios has expanded its emergency servıces operation beyond

preparedness activities to preventing the damage through mitigation measures. ln ,1992, after

an extensive cost-benefit analysis and a review of damages suffered by companies with

similar types of buildings and environments during the Whittier Narrows and Loma Prieta

earthquakes, mitigation became a separate Emergency Services program for the company.

The review demonstrated the potential damages that would directly affect the company's

ability to get back into business in the aftermath of a moderate to large earthquake.

ln ,1993, non-structural hazard mitigation work began with fastening of PC's, furniture

and shelving systems to avoid damage in a seismic event, with priority then being given to

life safety, exits, and applications of heavy duty film to windows. ln January 1994, the

Northridge earthquake struck the area in the early morning of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

holiday. After Action Report estimated that the mitigation actions saved the company over

$1 million in potential losses. The mitigation program, afterwards, has become a regular

budgetary expense,

Warner Bros. Studios employees suffered during the last E| Nifto season. Therefore,

when similar weather patterns were forecast for the 1997- 1998 El Nifio, Warner Bros.

Studios marshaled its staff to prepare for and prevent damages. lts Office of Emergency

Services viewed the upcoming El Nifio season as an opportunity to establish and update

various logistical and prevention measures. ln late July 1997, the Office of Emergency

Services he|d a training event. The session brought together, among others, staff who had

been at the facility during the previous El Nifro season. The group brainstormed the location

and nature of the damages sustained during the prior E| Nifro season. Subcommittees were

formed to identify action items to prevent these damages. The list of actions were prioritized

by management and implemented. For example, they developed their own flood hazard map

for their facility. Precautions were taken in the more vulnerable areas, and drains were

checked weekly to ensure their functionality in the event of storm groundwater, Additionally,

over 2,500 sandbags were stockpiled.

This is an outstanding example of a business giving importance to preparedness and

mitigation (risk management) in order to be better prepared for any event, natural or

manmade.
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5.6. HSBC Case Study

As mentioned along the report, HSBC and its
professionally and it was indicated that a company which
recover in a short time and continue to its work. Summary
aspects are given below(1);
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staff responded to the event

is ready for such an event can

of its preparation and response

Disaster

*
{.

*
*
{.

*
*

Preparations

Annually updated Business Recovery Plan
periodic fire drills

Anti-bomb blast film on windows

Existence of the contingence building and computer systems
spare capacity to accommodate extra staff in head office buildings
Additional training for security staff

Security awareness in all staff

lmmediate Actions ;

n Evacuated the building

n lnjured staff dispatched to hospitals

* Established crises centre in the contingency building
t' communication with network and customers, as well as Head office in

London

n Media contact made immediately for the rumour management
* New Treasury Dea|ing Room established at contingency site
* OPerations established state of transactions systems, by prioritising the

importance and the urgency of the existing transactions
* Building recovery: safety of building, retrieval of files, documents and

Personal belongings. 56 vauits, 12OOPC's & monitors, 2000 cartons of
documents, 5000 items of furniture and B0 cars removed in 2 weeks.

Profile of the HSBC Attack ;

l' A 2.300kg bomb contained within a medium sized truck was denoted outside
the main entrance of HsBc
3 people were killed inside the building

13 peop|e were killed outside the building

More than 120 people were injured

(') That part of the report was prepared by the iııformation given by HSBC officials.

*
..r
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* The building suffered extensive damage to the exterior and interior, but
remained structurally sound.

* lmPossible to know exact number of staff, visitors, customers in the building,
in that moment, detailed search were conducted to rescue every individual in

the building. The line managers contacted non-existing head office staff.

Cost Benefit Analyses ;

'l' lt is not easy to indicate total cost because of the indirect payments related,
Most of the direct damage cost was reimbursed by insurance.

ı.. Since there were no major interruptions on our daily operations, we have not
lost the daily gain. The most important gain we had due to this incident is the
trust of our clients due to uninterrupted customer services.
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Ghapter 6
Comparison between April 1995, Oklahoma City and November

2003, Istanbul Terrorist Attacks

6.1. Oklahoma City Attack, April 19, 1995, [13], [24], [25]

Oklahoma City is an average midwest city of about 600,000 people with a metropolitan

area of just over 1 million, The Oklahoma City Fire Department (OKCFD) is a iarge

organization serving a population of 444,719 in a 623 square mile service area through 33

fire stations. The OKCFD is the lead agency, designated in the local emergency plan.

At 9:05 A.M. on April 19, 1995, over 2 000 kilograms of ANFO crafted into a powerful

truck bomb exploded in front of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in downtown Oklahcıııa

City. More than 500 employees were known to work in the building. A day care center on the.

second floor had an enrollment of 40 children. People up to 90 kilometers away reported

hearing or feeling the shock wave of the blast. Moreover, buildings up to ten kilometers away

were damaged. Throughout the city, a quick look Qutside showed a large cloud rising from

the downtown area. Without waiting for official notification, each ED (emergency department)

activated its own hospital disaster plan.
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The blast had destroyed the north face of the Federal Building and severely damaged
several buildings to the north. As the wave of compressed gas expanded, it generated a

shock wave of air moving at supersonic velocity that hit the building's north side full force.

Most of that side of the building was composed of glass plates, which instantly became
billions of shards of glass shrapnel. The moving wave picked up contents of the offices inside
the building, converting them into deadly missiles. As the blast wave passed aimost
simultaneously through the midst of peop|e in the building, those close to it were suddenly
comPressed by an atmospheric force of about five times the earth's normal surface pressure.

Victims were either killed instantly or were rendered unconscious. Expanding upward, the

blast wave lifted up the building floors. Since floors are designed primarily to withstand
downward pressure, the structural reinforcement steel bars and concrete tore ioose. Finding
weak Points throughout the structure, the blast wave hit a vertical structural column, causing
it to fail. Floors began to col|apse one on top of the other, from the eighth floor at the top all

the way down to the basement.

The fireball generated by the blast ignited a number of structures to the north of the

Federal Building, as well as cars parked in the parking lot across the street. When vehicles
and other complex structures combust, a mixture of fuel, plastıcs, metals, and other materials

combine with sometimes-deadly results. The Federal Building itself was quite unstable.
Chunks of concrete, file cabinets, desks, computers, and other objects were raining out of
the north side, which had been reduced to a gaping hole. The streets and wa|ks were littered

with glass shards, building debris, and smoking fragments, and the possibility of injuries due

to cuts or falls from the debris was great.

The sewage lines of the Federal Building were severed from every f|oor, contaminating

the debris (particularly in the lower areas) with raw sewage, With the probability that this was
a terrorist event, nuclear, biological, and chemica| contamination became major concerns. As
it was considered a terrorist event, the disaster site was a|so a crime scene.

The local contract service for EMS, Emergency Medical Services Authority (EMSA),

maintains a command center just five blocks north of the Federal Building. The EMS facility

suffered damage from the blast wave in the form of broken glass and displaced ceiling tiles

and fixtures. There were instances of EMS teams taking victims to hospitals without giving

the hospital advance notice or taking prehospital treatment documentation with them. Only a

few blocks away and visible to many victims was one of the community hospitals. Private

pick up trucks and automobiles were loaded with injured and bleeding persons.
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Death and injuries were not confined to the Federal Building. The Regency Towers, a

24-story structure housing many elderly retired people, also suffered significant damage.

Almost every window was blown out. The building had to be evacuated. Many elderly peop|e

were suddenly deprived of the home and stability they were accustomed to. Some became

confused and frightened.

6.2. Comparison
According to the official emergency response procedure, the Fire Department was the

İncident Commander at the scene. However, especially for this matter, there is a significant

difference between the two countries. For instance, there is a civil defense establishment in

Turkey, unlike the US. Furthermore, the Governer has different roles in the two countries due

to the differences of management systems. lt is the fact that, the attack in Oklahoma was

more destructive, due to the of collapse of the building. Response ıııoı"k to<ık 17 days in

oklahoma. Nevertheless, there are many similarities betwwen two group of attacks i.e. the

type of explosive, the technique, target building structural tyepes etc. Comparisions

aforementioned should be considired with these type of differences and similarities.
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OkIahoma Citv. April 19. 1995

The Event

About 2200 kg (4 850 /b) AN-FO was used
during the Oklahoma City attack.

People up to 90 kilometers away reported
hearing or feeling the shock wave of blast.
(Oklahoma City has wider area than lstanbul)

Building in the circle of 10 blocks diameter
had broken windows.

D i s aste r M a n a g em e nt P erspectiv e of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15&20,2003

lstanbul. November 15 & 20. 2003

The Event

During the attacks in lstanbul; 600 kg
(1 320 /b) at Neve Shalom Synagogue, 500
kg (1 100 /b/ at Beth lsrael Synagogue, 1 8O0
kg (3 970 /bJ at HSBC Headquarters, and kg
(3 300 /ğ at Consulate of UK were used.

People at the Asian Side of the city
( Goztepe at south and Kandilli at North)
reported hearing or feeling the shock wave
of blast. (The distance is equal to about 30-
40 km)

Because of the narrow and dissipating
streets of targets in lstanbul, windows broken
couldn't be reported at the area big that
much. However, during the HSBC
Headquaıleı,s attack, as its, in a open area,
there were buildings with broken windows in

3 blocks diameter radius.
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Medicalservices

20 minutes after the event, all hospitals in the
area officially called for help. 5 Hospitals of 9
in the area were as close as 2 km to the
scene.

The first group of medicai services who
arrived to the area couldn't estab|ish a
healthy communication with the fire
department because of the huge injury flow
and the chaos.

Hundreds of doctors and nurses worked for
the event in 15 hospitals in the city.
Moreover, because of difficulties in blood
stocks, citizens were ca|led for blood
donations. The blood stock was recovered in
2-3 hours.

Search and Rescue Operations

Response and recovery of debris, and site
investigations took 17 days in Oklahoma.

According to mutual agreements, there were
many supports from neighbor cities.

Urban Search and Rescue (USAR), Arizona
Task Force 1, Phoenix, California Task Force
7, Sacramento teams participated in search
and rescue operations with the call of FEMA.

Disaster Management Perspective of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15&20,2003

Medical services

The first minutes after the events, hospitals
near area were shifted to plan "A". According
to that plan, medical personnel were called
back from their homes to the hospitals.
Target had more facilities than other areas of
lstanbul (Beyoglu, Slsi, and Besiktas). 24
private and state hospitals in the area were
used.

First teams who arrived to the scene were
medical services and ambulances who took
the first call. There were many ambulances
just after all events and there was no
problem with medical services and
communication between responders.

Doctors and nurses worked for the event in
24 hospitals in the city. There were no
difficulties in blood supplies.

Search and Rescue Operations

During 4 attacks in lstanbul, average total
working days of facilities are : Fire
Depaılment 3 days, Civil Defense 2 days,
NGO Search and Rescue Teams 1 day, City
Police Department'l0 days at the UK
Consulate, 4 days at HSBC headquaı-ters, 5
days at synagogues. Differently than
Oklahoma, there were no debris and col|apse
structure during lstanbul events (except the
little masonry building at the UK Consulate
compound). Therefore, working days are less
than oklahoma.

There was some support between province
establishments' i,e Fatih and Beyoglu, and
Sisli and Besiktas. There is no mutua|
agreement between them; however, they are
under same control of Governor of the City-

Search and rescue operations were
conducted by Civil Defense, Fire Department
and NGO Search and Rescue teams.
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Search and Rescue Operations (Contd)

Although Fire Department rushed 70 work
with heavy machines, as precaution, .human
force was preferred rather than machine
force.

Mainly eight different establishments
participated in operations. These were Fire
Department, Police, State Police, FBl, EOC,
State EOC, Medical Works Directorate and
public works.

A team of architects and civil engineers
evaluated the drawings of the building, and
decided on how the injured will be rescued
and where they might be.

A Staging Area was established during the
first 12 hours.

Working hours and shifts were arranged as 8
hours.

The meteorology reports were used, to assist
with the long working period (17 days).

Disaster Management Perspective of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15&20,2003

Search and Rescue Operations (Contd)

Heavy machines were not allowed to operate
at scenes until all injured and bodies were
found and recovered,

Eight different establishments participated in
operations under the control of the City
Governor. Under the coordination of City
EOC; Civil Defense, City Medical Works
Directorate, Crime Scene lnvestigations
Directorate, Cevik Kuvvet (a kind of special
police team), Great Municipality of lstanbul
and dependent establishments, Province
Municipalities, Public Works teams, and
State Head Court of Republic (DGM)
conducted all operations during four events.

A team of architects and civil engineers who
had expertise in earthquake engineering from
the public works Directorate and the Greater
Municipality of lstanbul searched affected
areas in order to classify damages.

There was no Sfagıng Area during all four
attacks.

There was no shift or working hours
arrangement.

There was no such contact.
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Crime Scene !nvestigations

FBl announced the scene as a crime scene,
and entrances to the scene was restricted
after April 19. Unauthorized personnel were
not accepted to the scene after that were
date.

During search and rescue operations, some
bystanders who witnessed the event were
questioned_

Bodies were not moved without the official
permission of the Medica| Examiner.

Accessing to The Scene and First Actions

According to the SOP, teams reached the
scene from various ways and directions, so
that they assessed the distribution of
damage.

First aid was conducted at triage areas. After,
volunteers worked in these areas. serious
injuries were not accepted to these areas,
but they were sent directly to hospitals.

Number of Ambu!ances

Just before the event, 16 of total 35
ambulances in the city were positioned at
various points of the city. By the way of
support from private sector, total number of
ambulances was increased to 65 in 1.5
hours. ln first minutes, some private vehicles
were used to carry injuries, rather than
ambulances.

Disaster Management Perspective of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15&20,2003

Crime Scene lnvestigations

All crime scenes were announced as crime
scene by lstanbul Police, from the beginning
of events. Unauthorized personne| were not
accepted to the scene.

During search and rescue operations, some
who witnessed the event were questioned.
Different from oklahoma, evidence about
suicide bombers were investigated at scenes
and information about them were located.

According to Turkish Laws, search and
rescue teams can not move casualties
without the official permission of the
prosecutor.

Accessing to The Scene and First Actions

Various teams used different random ways to
react the scene; however, it was not a
conscious action like in oklahoma.

There were no triage areas during these four
events. Moreover, for response at these
areas, support from volunteers were' not
used.

Number of Ambulances

During both of first and second group of
attacks, 26 of total 54 ambulances of the
Government Emergency Service reached the
scenes in the first 15 minutes. During the
day, total number of ambulances used was
increased to 50.
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Gommunication

911 telephone lines were blocked because of
overloaded calls, just after the TV Channels
gave the event.

There werp some communication problems
between officials because of wireless
systems. Responders tried to reach hospitals
with runners. ln order to get over
communication problems, two private
communication firms gave free cel| phones to
responders.

Logistic Support

During search and rescue operations, some
materials that responders might need, such
as tents and blankets, were taken to the
scene.

Salvation Army distributed hot meals to
responders.

Some private sector firms and NGO's helped
during meal distribution.

People whose homes was damaged, were
transported to motels by buses.

Some areas were designated to answer
needs of search and rescue teams who
came from neighboring cities.

D i saste r M a n a gem ent Pe rspectiv e of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15 & 20, 2003

Gommunication

Calls were not generally from citizens to
officia|s, from officials to officials. However,
because of the communication traffic
between citizens, local telephone and GSM
lines were b|ocked.

There was no communication problem
between responders; however, Turk Telecom
network was blocked locally. During second
group of attacks, with the efforts of Turk
Telekom and some private GSM firms, these
problems were solved in 2 hours.

t-ogistic Support

During search and rescue operations, some
materials were taken to scenes by pre-
designated staff.

Province municipalities distributed hot meals
to responders.

NGO's assisted in only search and rescue
operations, and psychological support
actions.

There was no such support

All responders were local.
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Damage

9 buildings were heavily damaged.

There were 86 buried vehicles.

volunteers

Volunteers were working with their daily
clothes at the beginning of the event.
Because of that, some injuries occurred.
Moreover, one nurse died because of a piece
of loose concrete dropped on her. After that,
volunteers were not allowed to access to the
SCene.

Structural l nvestigations

Some parts of building were supported by
structural engineers, in case any collapse
during operations. Because of collapse,
search and rescue teams had worked by
educated dogs and some electronic
equipments.

ldentification

Tooth records and thumbprints were used for
identification rather than a face to face
identification procedure. Officials defined the
thumbprints of missing people in their home
and matched them with corpses.
Thumbprints of children were taken from their
toys. Moreover, birih records were also used.

Disaster M a nagem ent Pe rs pective of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15&20,2003

Damage

During 4 attacks, a total of 259 buildings had
only windows damage, 43 buildings were
slightly damaged, 18 buildings were
moderately damaged, and 9 buildings were
heavily damaged.

There were 28 at the UK Cçnsulate, 18 at
Neve Shalom Synagogue, and 2l buried and
damaged cars at Beth lsrael Synagogue
were found.

volunteers

NGo search and rescue teams who worked
on scenes were professional and educated
teams and had sufficient tools. They are as
qualified as official teams because of recent
earthquake disasters. Moreover, due to
criminal reasons, they give list and
qualifications of personnel to officials prior to
each operation.

Structural lnvestigations

Educated dogs and electronic equipments
were used during search and rescue
operation in the collapsed building of UK
Consulate.

ldentification

For the first identification, questions
regarding birthmarks and scars. scars etc.
were used. However, face to face,
identification procedure was used in general.
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PersonneI Safety

To protect against any illness; some
precautions were conducted for Hepatic C,
tuberculosis tetanus, HlV, respiration
problems. Firefighters had latex gloves under
their daily gloves. Moreover, some breathing
masks were us'ed.

Four decontamination areas were
established. There were poılable showers
and disinfection solutions. However, these
could be completed in the third day.
Moreover, because of misusing of these
solutions, some personnel were injured.

Media and public Relations

At the beginning of the event, the media
affected the responders, because of some
contradicting news.

Responders applied some additional
precautions to keep media away. However, a
press area was designated for the media.

Media was informed regularly. Only verified
information and information were given to the
media. Police, FBl, Fire Department and
a|so Public Works organized press
conferences regularly.

Many volunteer citizens came to the scene
within the first hour to help, however, this led
to chaos.

Disaster Management Perspective of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15&20,2003

Personnel Safety

There was no additional precaution for hea|th

of personne|. Eye and also skin of some
personnelwas affected by particles and dust.

Decontamination process was not applied

Media and public Relations

At the beginning of two groups of events,
media gave some incorrect news about many
explosions at many provinces of lstanbu|.
News created a panic wave among the
public.

Following the explosions, some media staff
illegally entered the zero point among
electricity cables and natural gas smell.
Although they kept away, no place was
arranged for them to work.

Media was not informed regularly by press
conferences. Because of the lack of flow of
information, media staff tried to get

information from other sources leading to

incorrect incorrect news.

After the chaos at the beginning, similar to

Oklahoma, only expert NGO volunteers were
allowed to work on the scene.
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D is aster Man agem ent P erspective of
TerrTrist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15 & 20,2003

Ghapt er 7
conclusions and Lessons Learned from the Events

This report is based on an effort to assess the Emergency Management perspective

of the recent terrorist incidents in lstanbul. The response and recovery efforts were

compared to the event in oklahoma City. There are numerous lessons that can be learned

based on these events, and methodologies to improve the exİsting systems. The

conclusions given below for the four phases of disaster management are based on our

interviews with the authorities, examination of reports, and investigations.

7 .1. Preparedness

successes

Response roads, tent areas, possible staging areas, and other facilities

prepared by Great Municipality of lstanbul in case of emergency,
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* General Directorate of police had some

City Police Centers on the last day of the

Disaster Management Perspective of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15 & 20, 2003

intelligence and they sent the

attack weeks.
to

* HSBC was well prepared for emergencies and disasters with their plan

support, before events.n Some plans were conducted for psychological

Challenges

n Personnel, vehicle and equipment amount of Fire Department is not enough for the
mega city of lstanbul [30],

General Directorate of Police does not share intelligence information with emergency
responders so that they can prepare for an attack.

Common trainings among responders (i.e. Civil Defense, Fire Department, Medicat
Facilities, and Police) are not sufficient.

* There is no well prepared and settled lncident Command Sysfem

Suggestions

.l. Fire Department should be supported and expanded.

* A developed lncident Command Sys/em should be used by all EoC's of the

Governorship, Municipa|ity, and Police.

Strategy maps should be prepared for possible targets in metropolitan areas. The
map should also show on the sources.

Duties and responsibilities of all responders should be defined clearly. Moreover,
those responders should know duties and responsibilities of others [31].

public awareness methods should be used in order to create disaster resiliant

communities.

Wireless system of Civil Defense teams should be arranged not only for lstanbul but,

for a wider region.
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7.2. Mitigation

Success

.l. HSBC had professional and regular trainings.

i EoC of the Greater Municipality of lstanbul determined and announced quickly the

alternative roads for traffic congestion.

* NGo staff had professional qualifications and also regular trainings.

Challenges

ı. UK Consulate Compound is a vulnerable and crowded area of the CitY. The

Compound can not be moved.

* Because of repairing works at the main UK Consulate Building, diplomats were

moved to a temporary building near the main gate. Moreover, one terrorist attack had

occurred in the visa division of the Consulate, just 7 months prior to this attack.

* There were no special precautions taken for the day of prayer of Jewish Citizens,

although recent terrorist attacks did occur on days of prayer,

ı. There are no additional perimeter or structural precautions taken at the manY

strategic buildings of lstanbul, even at the HsBc Headquarters.

Suggestions

* Streets of vulnerable religious structures should be closed during special praYing

times.

i. Choosing locations of, and perimeter regulations for strategic places (i.e. Consulates,

commercial buildings, and big commercial centers) should be done carefullY, and

monitored by the local government.

* Blast resistant design techniques should be used for strategic buildings. Moreover,

blast resistant materia| (i.e. g/asses) should also be encouraged,
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{. Security circles of buildings should

approaches.

D i s aster M a n a ge m ent Perspective of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15 & 20, 2003

be kept larger, according to stand-off distance

rt
li

ıL

* Security circles of such buildings can be expanded to streets if there is not enough
space. However, mobility of pedestrians must be allowed.

7.3. Response

successes

* Responders were able to access sites quickly.

* There were no communication problems among responders.

.l. The HSBC and the UK Consulate sites were secured rapidly.

* There were no important difficulties during medical operations and available blood
stock.

t The full support of NGO's was accepted for search and rescue.

i. ldentities of casualties were determined quickly.

* Private hospitals located close to event areas treated injuries and victims of events

without requiring payment.

Challenges

* lncident Command System was not used during operations

Some central government representatives visited the scene, and they walked on

possible evidence at near zero point.

There were many un-related people at the site at first, and it was a challenge to save

some evidence.

Since there was no triage area and decontamination corridor, the chemical effects of

the explosion diffused.

*
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*

Proper working areas or tents were not arranged for media personnbl.

There was no special public information officer to relay information.

perimeter safety of scenes, especially for a second attack, could not be provided

because of above mentioned reasons.

Suggestions

ü lCS should be improved and used by responders.

* NGo,s should be added to lcs and their human and other resources need to be

added to the plan.

* Basics for such events such as a triage area, decontamination corridor, personnel

safety, and evidence safety, should be provided.

* Staff need to record important information, such as injuries' identities, hospitals they

were sent to and other necessary actions. They can use new mobile technologies

such as laptop computers, palms, voice recorders or other mobile solutions.

High level officiais should not visit scenes, especially to zero point, without special

precautions, and prior to the completion of the criminal site investigation.

A press spokesman should be assigned to the EOC of the Governorship.

Responders should access scenes from different ways in order to identify spreading

of effects of the event.

Recovery

successes

on the contrary of all Europe, Turkish insurance companies cover terror risk in

general insurance policies.

7.4.
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.l. Foundation of Turkish Psychologist
programS.

Disaster Management Perspective of
Terrorist Attacks in lstanbul on November
15&20,2003

served victims through different support

.l. Governorship of lstanbul paid financial aid to victims and their relatives.

damaged shops and homes, with low* Some banks provided loans to owners of

interests.

t. Court of State Safety (CSS/ gave up routine and bureaucratic procedures during the

interrogation.

ChalIenges

* There was no official psychological support for responders

* There was no official psychologica| support for victims and their relatives.

Since the main roads of the city were closed for a long duration, life could not resume
normaIly.

i' Citizens who live near the scenes were not accepted to their homes or businesses for

four days,

Suggestions

Psychologist should be assigned to the Fire Department, Civil Defense and Police
Department.

İ.

.l.

ldentifying procedure

should be used, as in

lnsurance and terror

businesses.

for victims should not be done face to face, alternate methods

the oklahoma case.

risk coverage should be encouraged, especially for small
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Appendix -1
photos and satelIite views from Incidents

uk consulate satellite view
( lkonos Satellite, 21,11,2003)
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HSBC Bank Satellite View
( lkonos satellite, 16,11 .2003)
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Explosion Point, Neve Shalom Synagogue

Parts of Expioded Vehicle, Neve Shalom Synagogue
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Evidence Collection, Beth lsrael Synagogue
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Exploded Vehicle, Beth lsrael Synagogue

parked cars, Garden of uk consulate
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Neighboring Buildings to the UK Consulate

Evidence Collection, UK Consulate Compound
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Evidence Collection, UK Consulate Compound

Neighbor Buildings, UK Consulate
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Evidence Collection, UK Consulate Compound
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A Damaged Vehicle, UK Consulate Garden
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HSBC Headquarters

Damaged Vehicles, HSBC Headquarters
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HSBC Headquarters
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appenOlx -Z
Photos from the Oklahoma City Attack
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Collapsed North Face of Alfred Murrah Federal Building
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Just After the Explosion, Smoke from Alfred Murrah Federal Building
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, appenOlx +
Map of Istanbul and Places that Cited in the Report
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